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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. OBJECTIVE
The main purpose of this document is to present the setup and framework used to collect ISVV Guide
improvements and document the results of the ISVV improvement study. Results from this study will be used in
the next task of the project to:
•

Identify the key aspects in need of revisiting in the current ISVV guide (e.g. ISVV level definition approach);

•

Identify new topics to include on the updated IVV guide (e.g. continuous ISVV);

•

Integrate knowledge from similar domains on the application of IVV (e.g. aviation);

•

Analyse relevant reference documents, particularly standards and guidelines from other domains from which
results could be used to enhance and improve the ISVV guide;

•

Collect a list of relevant sources of information that can contribute to the definition and improvement of the
ISVV handbook;

•

Improve quality by correcting texts and removing unnecessary information from the guide (if applicable).

1.2. SCOPE
This report is defined as DL-D1: IVV Collection Improvements Technical Note document, of WP-1000. The
main topics covered by the report are the following:
•

Current list of ISVV guide improvements;

•

Listing the stakeholders that participated on the survey;

•

Listing additional contributors (participants/observers) to the survey;

•

Present ISVV improvement questionnaire rationale and objective;

•

Raw ISVV improvement survey results including statistics of the survey replies;

•

Identification and analysis of relevant reference documents, namely papers, standards and guidelines, from
space and other domains for additional information that can influence the ISVV handbook.

1.3. AUDIENCE
The document’s audience is restricted to the following:
•

ESA Team Members;

•

CRITICAL Team Members;

•

Rovsing Team Members;

•

Project stakeholders.

The results from the survey are not publicly accessible without previous authorization from the project
management team and the authors of the survey responses. For more information, please contact the project
team.
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1.4. DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS
Table 1 presents the list of definitions used throughout this document. The definitions presented in Critical
Software Glossary [AD-1] are also applicable.

NAME

DESCRIPTION

Applicable Document

A document is considered applicable if it complements this document. All
its content is directly applied as if it was stated as an annex of this
document.

Reference Document

A document is considered a reference if it is referred but not applicable
to this document. Reference documents are mainly used to provide
further reading.
Table 1: Definitions

Table 2 presents the list of acronyms used throughout this document. The acronyms presented in [AD-1] are also
applicable.

ACRONYM

DESCRIPTION

AD

Applicable Document

ASIC

Application-Specific Integrated Circuit

CSW

Critical Software, S.A.

ESA

European Space Agency

FPGA

Field Programmable Gate Array

ISVV

Independent Software Verification and Validation

IVV

Independent Verification and Validation

MS

Microsoft®

N/A

Not Applicable

PDF

Portable Document Format

RD

Reference Document

SW

Software

TBC

To be confirmed

TBD

To be defined

WP

Work Package
Table 2: Acronyms
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1.5. DOCUMENT STRUCTURE
Section 1 (Introduction) presents this document, including objective, scope, audience, definitions and acronyms,
document structure, applicable and reference documents;
Section 2 (Initial List of Improvements) presents the initial list of potential improvements and topics to address
which were identified on the SoW [AD-3] and proposal [AD-2];
Section 3 (ISVV Improvement Survey) presents the ISVV improvements survey/questionnaire details, including
surveyed stakeholder’s identification approach, and questionnaire details and corresponding rationale;
Section 4 (Relevant Reference Documentation) presents additional relevant information and documentation that
will be used as input for the ISVV guide improvements.
Section 5 (Conclusions) summarizes the outcome of the data collection activities (information from answered
questionnaires and knowledge from the relevant reference documentation), including some metrics on the
performed survey;
Annex A (List of Stakeholders and Participants) provides the list of participating stakeholders and other invited
participants in the survey;
Annex B (Questionnaire Contents) provides that contents of the questionnaires and the rationale associated to
each question;
Annex C (ISVV Improvements Questionnaire Results) lays out the responses to the questionnaire in an
aggregated and anonymous way.

1.6. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Table 3 presents the list of documents that are applicable to this document. A document is considered applicable
if it complements this document. All its content is directly applied as if it was stated as an annex of this document.

APPLICABLE DOCUMENT

DOCUMENT NUMBER

[AD-1] CSW Glossary, Critical Software, S.A.

CSW-QMS-2002-GLS-0353

[AD-2] ISVV Evolutions in Software Development Methods and
Processes, Issue 01, Critical Software / Rovsing, 2019-01-11

CSW-2018-PRL-02517

[AD-3] ESA, Statement of Work: ESA Express Procurement Plus EXPRO+, ISVV for Evolutions in Software Development Methods
and Processes (AO/1-9580/18/NL/AF)

TEC-SWS/17-973

Table 3: Applicable Documents

1.7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
Table 4 presents the list of reference documents. A document is considered a reference if it is referred but not
applicable to this document. Reference documents are mainly used to provide further reading.

REFERENCE DOCUMENT

DOCUMENT NUMBER

[RD-1] ESA Guide for Independent Software Verification and Validation
– Questionnaire

CSWPT-ESAISVV-2019-RPT-02733

[RD-2] ESA Guide for Independent Software Verification and Validation
– Questions Rationale

CSWPT-ESAISVV-2019-LST-02735
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REFERENCE DOCUMENT

DOCUMENT NUMBER

[RD-3] ESA Guide for Independent Software Verification and Validation
– Questionnaire filling instructions

CSWPT-ESAISVV-2019-LTR-02976

[RD-4] ESA Guide for Independent Software Verification and Validation
– Questionnaire Answers Database

CSWPT-ESAISVV-2019-RPT-03249

[RD-5] ESA ISVV Guide, issue 2.0, 29/12/2008

N/A

[RD-6] Software engineering handbook, 11 December 2013

ECSS-E-HB-40A

[RD-7] SAE, Aerospace Recommended Practice:
Development of Civil Aircraft and Systems

Guidelines

for

ARP-4754A (ED-79)

[RD-8] SAE, Aerospace Recommended Practice: Guidelines and
Methods for Conducting the Safety Assessment Process on Civil
Airborne Systems and Equipment

ARP-4761

[RD-9] RTCA, Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and
Equipment Certification, including its supplements:

DO-178C (ED-12C)

[RD-10] RTCA, Software Tool Qualification Considerations;

DO-330

[RD-11] RTCA, Model-Based Development and Verification Supplement
to DO-178C and DO-278A;

DO-331

[RD-12] RTCA, Object-Oriented Technology and Related Techniques
Supplement to DO-178C and DO-278A;

DO-332

[RD-13] RTCA, Formal Methods Supplement to DO-178C and DO278A.

DO-333

[RD-14] RTCA, Design Assurance Guidance for Airborne Electronic
Hardware

DO-254 (ED-80)

[RD-15] RTCA, Guidelines for Integrated Modular Avionics

DO-297 (ED-124)

[RD-16] ISO, Road vehicles — Functional safety

ISO26262

[RD-17] CENELEC, Railway applications – The specification and
demonstration of Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety
(RAMS);

EN50126

[RD-18] CENELEC, Railway applications – Communication, signalling
and processing systems – Software for railway control and
protection systems;

EN50128

[RD-19] CENELEC, Railway applications – Communication, signalling
and processing systems – Safety related electronic systems for
signalling;

EN50129

[RD-20] CENELEC, Railways Applications - Rolling stock applications Software on Board Rolling Stock

EN50657

[RD-21] IEC, Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
(E/E/P) electronic safety-related systems

IEC61508

[RD-22] ECSS, System engineering general requirements

ECSS-E-ST-10C Rev.1

[RD-23] ECSS, Technical requirements specification

ECSS-E-ST-10-06C

[RD-24] ECSS, Software

ECSS-E-ST-40C

[RD-25] ECSS, Software product assurance

ECSS-Q-ST-80C Rev.1
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REFERENCE DOCUMENT

DOCUMENT NUMBER
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[RD-27] ECSS, ASIC and FPGA development

ECSS-Q-ST-60-02C

[RD-28] NASA, Independent Verification and Validation Technical
Framework

IVV 09-1

[RD-29] NASA, NASA IV&V Metrics

IVV 12

[RD-30] NASA, Lessons Learned and Organizational Learning

IVV 23

[RD-31] NASA, NASA Technical Standard: Software Safety Guidebook

NASA-GB-8719.13

[RD-32] NASA, NASA Technical Standard, Software Assurance
Standard

NASA-STD-8739.8

[RD-33] IEEE Standard for Software, Verification and Validation

IEEE 1012:1998

[RD-34] IEEE Standard for a Software Quality Metrics Methodology

IEEE 1061:1998

[RD-35] Systems and software engineering — Systems and software
Quality Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE) — System and
software quality models.

ISO/IEC 25010:2011

[RD-36] TN3: ISVV cost effectiveness metrication analysis for ISVV
Process and Product Metrication, SoftwCare S.L., 1.11.2011

SWC/11-046/ISVVCCN1/PR iss. 2.1

[RD-37] ISVV Process Definition for Auto-Code Generated Software,
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Peterson, Electron International II, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona
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N/A
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2. INITIAL LIST OF IMPROVEMENTS
The initial list of ISVV guide improvements has been identified by ESA and documented in the project tendering
documentation [AD-2] [AD-3]. These improvements represent the general areas that might be improved while
converting the current ISVV Guide [RD-5] into the new ISVV Handbook. These identified potential improvements
are detailed in the following subsections.

2.1. R-0.1: GENERIC IMPROVEMENTS
Generic improvements will be extracted from the assessment performed during questionnaire answering and from
a full review to be conducted by the project team and later documented in a Technical Note, this Technical Note
only lists the proposed improvements per question. The following list summarises the already known generic
improvements driven from the regular use of the guide and user expectation for specific guide aspects. Others
will be identified on the survey conclusions technical report (next report to be produced):
•

The guide requires removal of typos and identified text incorrections;

•

Formatting according to ECSS standards is foreseen, along with the alignment of definitions between ECSS
standards and the guide;

•

Improvements on the handbook towards a clearer applicability and better scope definition;

•

The overall guide/handbook structure needs revisiting to make the handbook simpler and more consistent.

2.2. INCORPORATE EXPERIENCE FROM USING THE ISVV GUIDE
2.2.1. R-1.1: Verification of software requirement baseline and concept
documentation
The present ISVV guide [RD-5] starts the IVV effort mainly in the SW technical specifications. The possibility to
move a step upwards and perform IVV on the software requirement baseline and other sources of software is
also considered. The IVV of concept documentation having an impact on software shall also be assessed (e.g.
system architecture, concept of operations, SW reuse strategy, etc.). The documents needed for verification of
software requirement baseline shall be identified. This is mainly done by consulting the relevant stakeholders. A
first set of these documents can be derived from the ECSS standards (documents applicable as inputs and outputs
of the software requirements baseline and the concept documentation phases) to start with. Possible sub-steps
and sub-tasks for this verification shall be identified (depending on the input documentation, the ISVV experience
and the stakeholders’ feedback).

2.2.1.1. SPECIFIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING FEEDBACK
Due to the importance of the integration between system engineering life cycle phases and the software life cycle,
an additional set of questions was also devised targeted to the systems engineering participants audience.
Table 5 presents the set of questions prepared for this audience.
Question Id

Question

SS-Q-01

What would be the best timings (periods, life-cycle phase) to gather this feedback from an independent reviewer?

SS-Q-02

What skills and specific knowledge is usually required to be able to review system specifications?

SS-Q-03

Should the independent review of system specifications be only focused on Safety Critical specs or on the whole
specification?
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Question Id

Question

SS-Q-04

Would it be cost effective to have an independent reviewer for system specs in your opinion? (it might involve some
context acquisition, some knowledge acquisition, clarification requests…)

SS-Q-05

Which inputs would be used for the independent review? (e.g. SSS, System Dependability and Safety Analysis,
etc.)

Table 5: Devised questionnaire on System Engineering aspects

Table 6 presents the answers provided by the invited participants.
Question Id

Answer

SS-Q-01

For a recurrent project after the Software PDR, in this case the SSS contain all the FDIR mechanism that the SW shall
implement.
For a new project prior the SRR, in this case the verification process shall be incremental, the SSS shall be reviewed at
each new issue.

SS-Q-02

Skill: Satellite Command and Control and data handling.
Specific knowledge: software architectural and communication protocol (i.e. CAN, 1553, SPW)

SS-Q-03

For a recurrent project shall be focused only in safety critical spec part, based on the Software Criticality Analysis Report.
For a new project shall be focused on the whole specification, in this case the verification process shall be incremental, the
SSS shall be reviewed at each new issue.

SS-Q-04

For sure, especially for new project, but these costs can be reduced by let participate (as guest) the independent reviewer
to the first part of the discussions between the Contractor and the Client, and giving him the Mission Requirements
Document, to have a clear vision of the project from the beginning.

SS-Q-05

FMEA, Reliability Documents, FDIR specification, Command and Control, Mission Requirements Document.

SS-Q-01

The best timing will be in the joint reviews with the Customer, like SRR, PDR, CDR… However, the most effort would be
done by the SRR as it’s the Requirements Review, all the other reviews should contain some adjustments/evolutions, but
need review anyway.

SS-Q-02

To review an SSS, you need a good overview of the complete system (Platform and Instruments) and definitely someone
with Operations background/knowledge.

SS-Q-03

I think the specification should be reviewed as a whole and within a context. I would gather the following three documents
as the Software System Specification: the System Software Requirements, the Software System Budget and the Software
System ICD.
For sure there are some areas that need extra attention, like the deployment sequences, memory management and FDIR
related functionalities.

SS-Q-04

In my opinion, it will be cost effective if the reviewer has already some knowledge beforehand in System/Operation or can
acquire the knowledge in a “short” period of time.

SS-Q-05

The answer can be taken from Q3:
• Software System Requirements
• Software System Budget
• Software System ICD
I could throw the Time Synchronisation into the pot as it’s also a crucial part of the design.

Table 6: Answers for the System Engineering Questionnaire

2.2.2. R-1.2: Improvement of the Independent Validation Activity (IVA)
The topic of IVA improvement shall be assessed with a special attention as validation activities have a large
potential to uncover faults, yet a lot of time and resources can be wasted if this is not guided in the right direction
and with the appropriate scope definition. A list of examples of value-adding test cases shall be collected and the
generic testing approach shall be synthesized. Steps for reviewing existing tests shall also be considered to be
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added to the guide - in order to make sure that the IVA tests are complementary to the existing validation tests. A
guide to the SW supplier regarding the SVF should be taken into consideration. Finally, input from stakeholders
and collected metrics shall help in recommendations for IVA to IVE effort ratio.

2.2.3. R-1.3: ISVV level re-assessment
The scope, definition and use of the ISVV level shall be assessed, with the objective to mitigate some limitations
and simplify its overall process. If not considered necessary, it can be even excluded from the ISVV processes,
providing the proper justification. The elements that affect the ISVV scope shall be clearly identified with the
support of the relevant stakeholders and based on experience and collected lessons learned. Based on these,
guidelines shall be created for how to tailor the ISVV scope according to the elements that will be driving the ISVV
scope setting. Furthermore, the current ISVV levels (0, 1 and 2) shall be revisited and harmonized (at a minimum,
mapped to) with the current integrity/criticality levels defined in the ECSS standards.

2.2.4. R-1.4: ISVV metrics definition and collection framework
A list of efficiency and cost metrics shall be defined, based on past experiences, past metrics studies, and already
existing published papers on the subject. The relevance of the usage of the metrics shall be identified and the
value of the proposed metrics must be discussed with the stakeholders (during a workshop). All
consortium/stakeholders experience in metric collection and reporting shall be used for defining the value-added
list of metrics. This shall result in a framework for creation of the most valuable metrics, and description of how to
collect and utilize these metrics for ESA and the primes.

2.2.5. R-1.5: ISVV statement of work template
In order to facilitate and harmonise the ISVV work when placing an ISVV contract, an ISVV statement of work
(SoW) template shall be produced, that can be used in future ISVV contracts. This ISVV SoW template shall be
organised in a way to allow efficient tailoring. A list of SoWs, which have been used on previous projects shall be
collected and, based on experience, the most valuable parts of these SoWs shall be highlighted providing a
baseline for future SoWs. This shall also include the improvements and priorities defined with the current ISVV
guide improvement work.

2.2.6. R-1.6: Verification of the unit test specification
The verification of the unit test specification is not considered now within the ISVV processes. It shall be assessed
if e.g. there is more added value in reviewing the unit test specifications rather than e.g. the unit test procedures.
Parts of the unit testing (tests definition, interface testing, error seeding testing, FDIR, test logs, tests traceability,
etc.) where ISVV adds most value shall be identified. ISVV tasks applicable to unit testing phase artefacts shall
be redefined. Based on this, subtasks for verification of unit test specification can be added/suppressed.

2.2.7. R-1.7: Clarification of ISVV activity outputs
The ISVV deliverables are to be reinforced in the ISVV guide to prevent variability on their contents and format.
Stakeholders have been asked which topics to include in the ISVV reports. The purpose and benefit of the topics
need to be analysed, understood and agreed. Once the evaluation is done, the basic contents of the ISVV outputs
shall be defined and collected into DRDs that will be included in the new ISVV Handbook. Also, for each ISVV
milestone, document requirements definition shall be made, describing required and optional content.

2.2.8. R-1.8: Revisit current ISVV tasks regarding their effectiveness
Current ISVV tasks shall be revisited with regards to their effectiveness. The tasks not considered efficient shall
be re-evaluated and removed from the guide, if agreed. This has been asked to the stakeholders getting also their
experience regarding which tasks add most value. The relevance (criticality/applicability) of the findings detected
by each task shall also be considered. Suggested updates to the ISVV guide shall also be based on the metrics
classifications.
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2.2.9. R-1.9: Lessons learned collection framework
A consistent and documented procedure to capture lessons learned and success stories while executing IVV
activities shall be defined. Stakeholders have been consulted about how to make sure that the lessons learned
are also taken into account for the next ISVV projects. It is very important to link the lessons learned with the ISVV
metrics definition and collection. A template for defining well-structured lessons learned shall be created (mainly
identify how a lesson learned shall be appropriately written) and how they are stored and searched.

2.2.10. R-1.10: Independent verification and validation of software dependability
and safety activities
The possibility to add an IVV task to address the software dependability and safety framework, including the
software criticality classification shall be assessed. The objective of this task would be to ensure that dependability
and safety requirements applicable to software are properly specified, that those framework activities are properly
executed, and that the software criticality analysis is complete and correct. Relevant documents/artefacts
generally used to provide software dependability and safety activities must be identified. Then the tasks which
shall add value to this verification shall be identified and sub tasks for carrying out this activity shall be created.

2.2.11. R-1.11: Continuous ISVV process
The approach of having an ISVV process interacting continuously with the nominal life cycle shall be assessed.
SW development process experience has been collected from stakeholders. ISVV sub activities which can be
performed during the SW development process, independently from having to wait for specific hard milestones
shall be identified. The trade-off between a continuous ISVV process compared to having more ISVV increments
during SW development shall be considered.

2.2.12. R-1.12: Reassess the ISVV industrial context
The role of each industrial stakeholder shall be analysed. This includes their interest and commitment to the ISVV
activities and the benefit for each of them. Alternative setups shall be identified and proposed. Here also, the
process and the interaction between the parties involved in the ISVV project shall be analysed. Experience from
other organizations that apply ISVV processes shall be collected (e.g. NASA, JAXA, CASC, etc.) and their setups
shall be considered.

2.2.13. R-1.13: Complementarity of ISVV activities
The overlap of ISVV activities and SW Supplier activities shall be analysed. Each of the ISVV guide activities shall
be assessed for how the ISVV guide can provide more detailed guidance in order to achieve complementarity.
Especially in the IVA area there is a lot of potential overlap between the ISVV and SW supplier activities and here
the ISVV guide shall come with recommendations for ensuring that ISVV is providing complementary testing
activities.

2.2.14. R-1.14: Miscellaneous inputs on ISVV processes
Several “minor” ISVV activities have been identified to be also covered by the improvements/analysis activities,
these are:
a) [RD-5] Chapter 2.2 (ISVV Process Overview) within the ISVV guide needs to be improved. In particular,
figure #2 and figure #3 are unclear (phasing of nominal & IVV activities, and duration of IVV activities,
respectively). Also, the general ISVV process shall be better explained (e.g. verification cycles after action
implementation, iterations among stakeholders, etc.).
b) The handbook shall reiterate the fact that it is a guide/handbook, and it is not mandatory to execute all
the tasks/subtasks, only those that add some extra value. This shall also be considered in the preparation
of the ISVV statement of work template, where optional tasks/sub-tasks shall be clearly indicated.
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c) The handbook shall reiterate the role of the ISVV customer. Sometimes, the role of ISVV customer is
minimized to only routing RIDs/findings between ISVV supplier & software developer.
d) The handbook shall benefit from a revision of the role of the ISVV supplier (e.g. in the current guide, ISVV
supplier is not involved in checking the finding’s resolution).
e) Since sometimes the ISVV team is part of the review team of the nominal cycle, some guidelines shall be
derived on how to manage this case (e.g. to avoid having the ISVV findings fully merged with RIDs from
the nominal cycle, to reinforce the ISVV reviews and ISVV reports, …).
f)

When ISVV is done on partial code or components, it would be helpful to have some clear guidelines on
the acceptability or not of subjecting the full code to ISVV.

g) The handbook shall reinforce the fact that ISVV shall aim at using methods and tools different from those
of the development organisation.
h) The handbook shall provide suggestions on possible tailoring of the ISVV guide (e.g. test cases not
executed by the ISVV contractor).
i)

The handbook shall define a strictly minimum of ISVV tasks that a project should perform.

j)

The handbook shall allow the possibility to have ISVV mandated by a project, independently of the
criticality of the software.

Each of these activities will be assessed and relevant solutions proposed for discussion with the stakeholders at
a workshop, if the change is assessed as relevant enough for that: it improves the guide understanding and
application, it complements the current ISVV tasks, it provides efficient means of applying ISVV. Depending on
the outcome of these assessments, the guide will be updated.

2.2.15. R-1.15: Level 2 description improvements
The Level 2 activities are areas where a lot of effort can be spent, and it is up to the ISVV provider to evaluate
where to focus and when to stop creating additional models, simulations, etc.
Here the lessons learned from previous ISVV projects regarding the Level 2 activities performed – and the result
of these activities – shall be analysed and the ISVV guide updated with more detailed recommendations about
the activities and where to focus the ISVV effort. Also, some examples or best practice descriptions can be added,
to inspire and guide the ISVV providers to optimize the time and effort spent.

2.3. ALIGNMENT TO LATEST DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
2.3.1. R-2.1: ECSS-E40C and ECSS-Q80C impact on ISVV processes
The most recent versions of ECSS-E40C and ECSS-Q80C shall be considered and a full alignment with the ISVV
guide shall be performed. The first step shall be to make an impact analysis and identify the areas affected and
that need to be changed (added, removed or modified), then these changes need to be approved by ESA and the
consortium and applied. Currently, since the ECSS documents are planned to be updated, these adjustments
might be needed by the end of the project.

2.3.2. R-2.2: Align the document structure with the ECSS Handbook
documentation format
The current ISVV Guide shall be aligned to the ECSS Handbook format. A template from the existing Handbooks
has been requested and obtained by the consortium and the improved version of the ISVV process will be written
according to the ECSS Handbook format. The new Handbook will also be reviewed publicly by the space
community.
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2.3.3. R-2.3: Traceability between ESA ISVV Handbook and International
Standards
A separate document shall be generated containing a set of traceability between the contents of the new ISVV
Handbook and its specific applicability to international standards (e.g. CENELEC 5012x, ISO 26262 and
DO178C). The purpose is a confirmation of its validity for those three specific domains and how the ISVV could
cover or help in fulfilling the requirements of those standards.

2.3.4. R-2.4: Independent verification and validation from other space domains
Other space agencies (e.g. NASA, JAXA) have been contacted and the relevant existing documentation
(guidelines, presentations, lessons learned, etc.) are being collected in order to make a comparison between the
current ESA ISVV guide and those space agencies methodologies for ISVV. An analysis shall be made, with the
requested comments and recommendations from the questionnaire delivered to the agencies, and, at the end,
gaps and concrete improvements that can be incorporated into the ESA ISVV handbook shall be identified.

2.3.5. R-2.5: Independent verification and validation from non-space domains
IVV approach is also adopted by other organizations in non-space domains (e.g. defence, aeronautics,
automotive, railway…). Techniques and practical experiences shall be collected from non-space domains using
safety and mission critical software, in order to improve and complement ESA’s IVV processes.

2.4. MODERN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES AND METHODS
2.4.1. R-3.1: Independent verification and validation of reused software
Reused software comes in different forms and is used throughout all technical domains; thus, this task shall
investigate what is already done in other domains in what concerns guaranteeing the safety and dependability of
software that is reused. This task shall comprise the definition of different types of reused Software (OS, libraries,
components, application, etc.), and possibly define the definition of the reuse contexts (same type of application,
different domain, same or different profile, exact reuse or extension…). Lastly, the degree of reuse shall also be
considered addressing the reuse of software as considered in the ECSS. Then, complementary activities that are
needed to ensure independent V&V of reused SW shall be defined.

2.4.2. R-3.2: Independent verification and validation of data
Some SW systems allow high flexibility being highly configurable. The verification and validation of the
configuration data is an activity that spreads across the software life cycle and system level and is not explicitly
considered in current ECSS software standards and ISVV processes; while the influence of this configuration data
on the software behaviour is considerable. The ISVV of these data shall be assessed. Stakeholders and
consortium experience in terms of definition and validation of these artefacts is being captured and consolidated,
and complementary ISVV tasks will be proposed whenever deemed necessary.

2.4.3. R-3.3: Independent verification and validation of complex electronics
(ASIC/FPGA-based designs)
The critical functionality implemented in ASIC/FPGA-based designs are usually exempted from IVV effort. Having
many similarities with normal SW development it should be reasonable to include ISVV of these complex
electronics to the guide. Analysis of documents produced for ASIC/FPGA and their comparison to standard SW
development should help assessing how much of the current ISVV process needs to be adjusted to ASIC/FPGA
ISVV. A set of ISVV tasks / checklists shall be defined considering their added value to the qualification of complex
programmable electronics.
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2.4.4. R-3.4: Independent verification and validation of auto generated code
The impacts of auto-code generation on ISVV shall be investigated and a suitable ISVV process shall be defined,
if necessary. The ISVV tasks to be performed on this kind of code shall consider the already existing functionalities
and validations, and shall consider
•

auto-code generator qualification;

•

confirmation of implemented design/requirements/model;

•

identification of additional checks or additional tests performed on the code (unit tests);

•

any independent code linter/static analyser and a process to analyse the tool results;

•

what is being done in industry and recent academic research, if anything already.

2.4.5. R-3.5: Independent verification and validation when using Model Based
Techniques
An assessment of model-based techniques shall be made and the impact they may have on the ISVV process,
for inclusion in the ISVV Guide. The study shall be performed on the most common/applicable tools and languages
used, in order to direct efforts to the ones that are more applicable and that are used in an industrial context
(especially space). The existing V&V techniques shall be explored, and novel research could be done at an
academic level to define, for example, guidelines / checklist that can be applied, in the case where the tools do
not already perform specific V&V confirmations.

2.4.6. R-3.6: Independent verification and validation of SW developed following
an iterative model
Current ISVV processes were defined to fit a sequential development model. The adaptation of ISVV processes
to an iterative development model (which is covered in ESA’s SW engineering handbook [RD-6]) shall be
addressed. The necessary adaptations of the current tasks (mostly dependencies, maturity assessment, scope
of the analysis) shall be analysed and performed to support different types of development methodologies.
Stakeholders/consortium experience and the lessons learned of performing iterative approach V&V for other
markets (e.g. railway) shall be considered.

2.4.7. R-3.7: Independent verification and validation of agile developed systems
The development of software following an agile methodology has started to be seen within some ESA projects. It
shall be assessed how to perform IVV on an agile-developed software and provide guidelines on how to adapt
ISVV processes to it, when needed. A survey on the applications of agile methodologies might be performed to
identify benefits and drawbacks, which can also support on defining ISVV activities to reduce the drawbacks.

2.4.8. R-3.8: Modern and alternative methods & techniques to perform
independent verification and validation
Methods play an important role on IVV, and in principle, should be different from the methods used in the nominal
software development V&V to be complementary and providing added value. A survey on the methods and tools
might be performed and the list of methods and techniques shall be updated. These have also been collected
from stakeholders and other agencies/industries. A wise selection shall be done (by applicability and ease of use,
for example) and then assessment of having them on the lists in Annex D and Annex F of the ESA ISVV Guide
[RD-5].
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2.5. RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS
Annex C presents the overall improvement results as collected from the stakeholders and other participants based
on an 85 questions survey. Since the new topics are important and sometimes disrupting if compared to current
contents of the ESA ISVV Guide the collected answers related to the new topics have been explicitly included in
this report. Refer to Annex C for more details.

2.6. IMPROVEMENTS TRACEABILITY
The listed improvements will be analysed according to the stakeholders’ feedback to the ISVV Handbook
Questionnaire [RD-1]. Other inputs will also support the decision (see list in section 4) of the changes. Additional
improvements can be derived from the answer to the mentioned questionnaire and from the supporting
documentation. Table 7 hereafter provides a summary of the currently defined potential improvements, with the
following information:
•

ID: A unique identified for the improvement topic;

•

Improvement Title: Short Improvement title;

•

Reference (SoW): References to the section of the Statement of Work where the potential improvement
is referred;

•

Influenced by: The list of ISVV Handbook Questionnaire questions and/or documents that will be the
inputs to support the decision on improving or not the specific topic in the handbook.

Note that this traceability matrix is an initial mapping and the final set of information that will influence the decision
on each topic will be detailed in the upcoming technical note of the ISVV Handbook topics assessment (DL-D2:
IVV Assessment Improvement Technical Note).
ID

Improvement Title

Reference (SoW)

Influenced by
informal

and

formal

comments on the current
[R-0.1]

Generic Improvements

N/A

guide
Q-09, Q-14, Q-21, Q-86
Q-01, Q-67, Q-68

[R-1.1]

Verification of software requirement baseline and concept
documentation

Annex B, R-1.1

Specific

Systems

Engineering feedback (SSQ-01 to SS-Q-05)
Q-12, Q-41 to Q-57, Q-76, Q77 and Q-79

[R-1.2]

Improvement of the Independent Validation Activity (IVA)

Annex B, R-1.2
Validation Activities for other
domains

[R-1.3]

ISVV Level re-assessment

Annex B, R-1.3

Q-02, Q-19, Q-20, Q-21, Q61
Existing papers dealing with

[R-1.4]

ISVV metrics definition and collection framework

Annex B, R-1.4

ISVV metrics
Q-69, Q-71
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ID

Improvement Title

Reference (SoW)

Influenced by
SoW from previous ESA

[R-1.5]

ISVV statement of work template

Annex B, R-1.5

projects
Q-70

[R-1.6]

Verification of the unit test specification

Annex B, R-1.6

[R-1.7]

Clarification of ISVV activity outputs

Annex B, R-1.7

[R-1.8]

Revisit current ISVV tasks regarding their effectiveness

Annex B, R-1.8

Q-38, Q-39, Q-40
Q-58, Q-59, Q-60, Q-62, Q63
Q-15, Q-17, Q-23, Q-27, Q29, Q-31, Q-34, Q-36, Q-39,
Q-52, Q-54, Q-56, Q-65

[R-1.9]
[R-1.10]

Lessons learned collection framework
Independent verification and validation of software dependability
and safety activities

Annex B, R-1.9

Q-71, Q-72

Annex B, R-1.10

Q-26, Q-28, Q-61, Q-64

[R-1.11]

Continuous ISVV process

Annex B, R-1.11

Q-07, Q-73

[R-1.12]

Reassess the ISVV industrial context

Annex B, R-1.12

Q-10, Q-11, Q-74
Q-16, Q-18, Q-24, Q-26, Q-

[R-1.13]

Complementarity of ISVV activities

Annex B, R-1.13

28, Q-30, Q-32, Q-35, Q-37,
Q-40, Q-41, Q-43, Q-46, Q53, Q-55, Q-57, Q-66, Q-86
a)

Q-04, Q-05, Q-06,

Q-07
b)

Q-15, Q-17, Q-23,

Q-27, Q-29, Q-31, Q-34, Q36, Q-39, Q-52, Q-54, Q-56

[R-1.14]

Miscellaneous inputs on ISVV processes

Annex B, R-1.14

c)

Q-10, Q-11, Q-74

d)

Q-10, Q-11, Q-74

e)

N/A

f)

N/A

g)

N/A

h)

N/A

i)

Q-15, Q-17, Q-23,

Q-27, Q-29, Q-31, Q-34, Q36, Q-39, Q-52, Q-54, Q-56
j)

N/A

Lessons Learned from past
projects
[R-1.15]

Level 2 description improvements

Annex B, R-1.15

Q-15 to Q-18, Q-23, Q-24, Q27 to Q-32, Q-34 to Q-43, Q52 to Q-57, Q-65, Q-66
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ID

Improvement Title

Reference (SoW)

[R-2.1]

ECSS-E40C and ECSS-Q80C impact on ISVV processes

Annex B, R-2.1

Influenced by
ECSS Standards
Q-02, Q-20, Q-75

[R-2.2]

[R-2.3]

Align the document structure with the ECSS Handbook
documentation format

ECSS Standards
Annex B, R-2.2
ECSS templates

Traceability between ESA ISVV Handbook and International
Standards

Annex B, R-2.3

Standards

Independent verification and validation from other space domains

Annex B, R-2.4

other

from

other

from

other

domains
Standards

[R-2.4]

from

agencies
Q-76
Standards

[R-2.5]

Independent verification and validation from non-space domains

Annex B, R-2.5

domains
Q-77

[R-3.1]

Independent verification and validation of reused software

Annex B, R-3.1

Q-78

[R-3.2]

Independent verification and validation of data

Annex B, R-3.2

Q-79

[R-3.3]

[R-3.4]

Independent verification and validation of complex electronics
(ASIC/FPGA-based designs)

Q-80
Annex B, R-3.3
ECSS standards

Independent verification and validation of auto generated code

Annex B, R-3.4

Q-81
Standards

[R-3.5]

Independent verification and validation when using Model Based
Techniques

Annex B, R-3.5

from

other

from

other

domains
Q-82

[R-3.6]

[R-3.7]

Independent verification and validation of SW developed following
an iterative model
Independent verification and validation of agile developed
systems

Annex B, R-3.6

Q-83

Annex B, R-3.7

Q-84
Standards

[R-3.8]

Modern and alternative methods & techniques to perform
independent verification and validation

Annex B, R-3.8

domains
Q-85

[R-0.2]
[R-0.3]

Tailoring of the ISVV Handbook

N/A

Completeness of the ISVV input documents / Documents subject
to ISVV

N/A

Q-08, Q-21
Q-13, Q-19, Q-22, Q-25, Q33

Table 7: ISVV Improvements Matrix

Table 7 introduces two topics to the list previously defined. There are:
•

•

Tailoring of the ISVV Handbook – to support the analysis on the tailoring needs and capability of the new
handbook;
Completeness of the ISVV input documents / Documents subject to ISVV – to provide a way to evaluate
if the list of inputs (project artefacts) currently considered for ISVV is complete and consistent.
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3. ISVV IMPROVEMENT SURVEY
The ISVV Improvement Survey was devised considering the following aspects:
•

Key stakeholder selection;

•

Questionnaire contents and supporting documentation;

•

Initiating survey and collecting results.

The next sections present the details of each of these aspects.

3.1. STAKEHOLDERS SELECTION
In order to obtain valuable inputs for ISVV guide improvement, several stakeholders were invited to participate in
the survey. The selection of stakeholders was based on the following criteria:
•

Experience as formal stakeholder on ISVV for space projects, either as ISVV Customer, ISVV Supplier, SW
Supplier or SVF Supplier;

•

Experience in the space domain and relevant participation in ESA missions;

•

Experience on non-space domains but which could provide insightful information to be used as input for
improving the ISVV guide;

A project dissemination web site was created in order to provide general public visibility in a wide marketing
channel. The purpose of this was to provide project visibility, and to have supplemental means which could bring
other stakeholders from initially unforeseen domains to collaborate on the project. The following URL can be used
to access the web site.

https://criticalsoftware.com/new-isvv-guide-for-space-in-the-works
Once a list of participants was gathered and agreed, an invitation email was produced in order to provide more
detail on the project and invite stakeholder to be part of the survey.
Refer to Annex A for list of stakeholders who agreed to participate on the project.

3.2. PARTICIPANTS/OBSERVERS SELECTION
A set of participants/observers were also devised considering their interest on the activity. For example, technical
experts from specific industries, system engineers from space domain or relevant people from the academia that
could positively contribute with relevant inputs to the activity.
Refer to Annex A for list of participants/observers who have accepted to contribute to the project.

3.3. QUESTIONNAIRE AND RATIONALE
With the purpose of guiding the survey, a questionnaire was devised which focus the stakeholder on providing
their opinion on key ISVV topics. Although some questions were directly related with the ISVV guide contents and
structure itself, related questions were also added to assess other ISVV topics which are currently under
discussion and briefly mentioned in chapter 2 (e.g. ISVV for Agile Developed Systems).
The questions were included on the guide itself as comments in order to support stakeholder’s answering by
providing context for the question. Figure 1 presents an example such question alongside (on the right) the guide
text for which the question was raised (on the left) [RD-1].
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Figure 1: Example of question on guide

Additionally, a spreadsheet containing the rationale for each question was also produced [RD-2]. This sheet
contains the rationale for each question on the questionnaire along with a reference to the section on the guide
and to which the question/rationale are referring to.
Reference in PDF

Question

Rationale

General
section 1.1

Should the ISVV guide also focus on
System Engineering, Operations and
Maintenance phases?

Understand the industry needs for
ISVV and explore the possibility of
extending the guide to other
phases.

Table 8: Example of rationale

Refer to questionnaire [RD-1] and rationale spreadsheet [RD-2] for more information.

3.4. COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK
A communication e-mail was constructed to provide the survey materials and initiate the survey. On the email the
stakeholders are supplied with the questionnaire and rationale spreadsheet, along with the questionnaire filling
instructions.
Questionnaire filling instructions were provided in order to support stakeholders on answering questions. Refer to
[RD-3] for provided instructions.
Although the stakeholder would preferably use the questionnaire embedded in the current ISVV guide format for
providing its answers, the rationale spreadsheet could also be used for this purpose.
The results from the survey are not publicly accessible without previous authorization from the project
management team. For more information, please contact management team.

3.5. ISVV IMPROVEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE METRICS
A total of 32 invitations (stakeholders and participants/observers) were sent, from which 30 acknowledged
participation and, at the date of this technical note, 23 provided answered questionnaires.
Figure 2 presents the overall percentage of answers, per question (see Annex B for more details on questions
and Annex C for the questionnaire answers).
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Figure 2: Percentage of answered questions (Line Chart).

Some remarks from the metrics extracted from the database:
-

The least answered questions were questions Q-84, Q-41, Q-42, Q-44 and Q-52:
o

Q-84: Do you have any knowledge of agile V&V practices and tools? Can you provide references?

o

Q-41: Could you suggest two validation related tasks which could be complementary to the IVA
activity as presented in this guide?

o

Q-42: Could you suggest at least two validation related tasks for improving the IVA activity or
extending IVA activity beyond pure software life cycle (e.g. IVV of fault management or IVV of system
functional validations)?

o

Q-44: Are there other inputs missing or some of these are not really used? (Figure 21 of ISVV Guide:
Independent Validation)

o

Q-52: Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper Identification of Test
Cases? Specify. (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask candidates which were not efficient in
ISVV projects you participated or which could be removed). Specify.

-

Questions that appear first on the guide have more answers than the ones that appear last;

-

Around question Q-14, the number of answers starts to drop reaching a minimum on question Q-41 and later
on Q-84 (this could lead us to think that the ideal size for a questionnaire should be around 15 questions);

-

The maximum number of answers per question is of 23 (all respondents answered the question) and the
minimum number of answers per question is of 12.

3.6. ISVV IMPROVEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
The questionnaire answers have been compiled in a database [RD-4] and represent a significant amount of data.
The detailed analysis of the complete set of answers will be performed in the upcoming technical note (DL-D2:
IVV Assessment Improvement Technical Note).
Nonetheless, a preliminary analysis has been performed on the collected set of data, this analysis lead to the
identification of some new topics or subtopics which need to be considered in the subsequent technical note.
Although none of these new topics bring disruptive new ideas, they are important and will certainly complement
the existing topics and the potential ISVV handbook modifications. The list of newly collected topic can be seen
in Table 9.
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Originating
Question

Area

Suggested new topic/subtopic

Q-08

Tailoring of the ISVV activities/tasks

- Subtasks should be re-defined to analyse a specific characteristic: internal consistency,
external consistency, completeness

Q-17 + Q-18

ISVV process execution, monitoring
and control

- Issue the findings to the SW supplier's review before finishing the ISVV due task.
- Implementation of the resolution and keeping track of ISVV RID status.
- Better manager the IVA part, to complement S5, for example retest, SVF modifications,
test spec modifications, schedule management for testing, etc.

Q-24

Software Requirements Verification

- Inspection of Software System Specification documents
- A subtask to analyze if there are requirements to be defined and analyze the risk
associate to ISVV activities and scheduling.
- Modelling to verify requirements
- Verify the software operational requirements

Q-30

Detailed Design Verification

- Check memory leaks

Q-32

Software User Manual Verification

- Check that user manual does not add behavior not specified in requirements.
- One subtask related to HAZOP application should be created
- Execution of use case scenarios on SVF with SW increments resulting from sprints

Q-35

Source Code Verification

- Code maintainability and comments in the code
- Process for Simulink/Matlab code
- Data and Control flow analysis on the source code.

Q-37

Integration Test Specification and
Test Data Verification

- Include a more quantitative aspects of coverage

Q-40

Unit Test Procedures and Test Data
Verification

- Traceability check for unit tests

Q-55

Construction of Test Procedures

- Adding SVF support
- Analysis of existing tests procedures from Testing teams

Q-57

Execution of Test Procedures

- Updates to User Manual coming from test execution
Table 9: Suggested new topics/subtopics
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4. RELEVANT REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION
Apart from the consultation to pre-selected stakeholders and other relevant participants, a set of relevant
reference documentation was also checked for inputs to the new ISVV handbook. The following sections present
the surveyed documentation. Additional documentation and references have also been proposed by the
stakeholders and participants and those documents will also be considered in the study.

4.1. STANDARDS AND GUIDEBOOKS
Domains which present similar safety and dependability requirements as space were also considered on the
survey (aviation, automotive or railway). Considering this, the following standards and guidance material were
selected for analysis considering aspects relevant to space IVV.
•

•

•

(Aviation) Standards and guidelines:
o

ARP-4754A (ED-79): Guidelines for Development of Civil Aircraft and Systems [RD-7];

o

ARP-4761 (No ED): Guidelines and Methods for Conducting the Safety Assessment Process on
Civil Airborne Systems and Equipment [RD-8];

o

DO-178C (ED-12C): Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification,
including its supplements [RD-9]:
▪

DO-330: Software Tool Qualification Considerations [RD-10];

▪

DO-331: Model-Based Development and Verification Supplement to DO-178C and DO278A [RD-11];

▪

DO-332: Object-Oriented Technology and Related Techniques Supplement to DO-178C
and DO-278A [RD-12];

▪

DO-333: Formal Methods Supplement to DO-178C and DO-278A [RD-13].

o

DO-254 (ED-80): Design Assurance Guidance for Airborne Electronic Hardware [RD-14];

o

DO-297 (ED-124): Guidelines for Integrated Modular Avionics [RD-15];

(Automotive) ISO 26262: Road vehicles — Functional safety [RD-16], including all its volumes:
o

Volume 1: Vocabulary;

o

Volume 2: Management of functional safety;

o

Volume 3: Concept phase;

o

Volume 4: Product development at the system level;

o

Volume 5: Product development at the hardware level;

o

Volume 6: Product development at the software level;

o

Volume 7: Production and Operation;

o

Volume 8: Supporting processes;

o

Volume 9: ASIL-oriented and safety-oriented analysis;

o

Volume 10: Guideline on ISO26262.

(Railway) CENELEC 5012x: Railway applications:
o

EN50126: Railway applications – The specification and demonstration of Reliability, Availability,
Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) [RD-17];
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•

•

•

•

o

EN50128: Railway applications – Communication, signalling and processing systems – Software
for railway control and protection systems [RD-18];

o

EN50129: Railway applications – Communication, signalling and processing systems – Safety
related electronic systems for signalling [RD-19];

o

EN50657: Railways Applications - Rolling stock applications - Software on Board Rolling Stock
[RD-20];

(Electronic Devices) IEC 61508 [RD-21]: Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable (E/E/P)
electronic safety-related systems:
o

IEC 61508-1, General requirements;

o

IEC 61508-2, Requirements for E/E/P electronic safety-related systems;

o

IEC 61508-3, Software requirements;

o

IEC 61508-4, Definitions and abbreviations;

o

IEC 61508-5, Examples of methods for the determination of safety integrity levels;

o

IEC 61508-6, Guidelines on the application of IEC 61508-2 and IEC 61508-3;

o

IEC 61508-7, Overview of techniques and measures.

(Space): ECSS standards and guidebooks:
o

ECSS-E-ST-10C Rev.1 – System engineering general requirements (15 February 2017); [RD22]

o

ECSS-E-ST-10-06C – Technical requirements specification (6 March 2009); [RD-23]

o

ECSS-E-ST-40C – Software (6 March 2009); [RD-24]

o

Trace ECSS-E-ST-40B to ECSS-E-ST-40C – excel spreadsheet;

o

ECSS-Q-ST-80C Rev.1 – Software product assurance (15 February 2017); [RD-25]

o

ECSS-E-HB-10-02A – Verification guidelines (17 December 2010); [RD-26]

o

ECSS-E-HB-40A – Software engineering handbook (11 December 2013); [RD-6]

o

ECSS-Q-ST-60-02C – ASIC and FPGA development (31 July 2008); [RD-27]

(Space): NASA standards and guidebooks:
o

IVV 09-1 - Independent Verification and Validation Technical Framework [RD-28];

o

IVV 12 - NASA IV&V Metrics [RD-29];

o

IVV 23 - Lessons Learned and Organizational Learning [RD-30];

o

NASA-GB-8719.13, NASA Technical Standard: Software Safety Guidebook [RD-31] ;

o

NASA-STD-8739.8, NASA Technical Standard, Software Assurance Standard [RD-32];

Others
o

IEEE Standard 1012: IEEE Standard for Software, Verification and Validation [RD-33];

o

IEEE Standard 1061: IEEE Standard for a Software Quality Metrics Methodology [RD-34];

o

ISO/IEC 25010:2011: Systems and software engineering — Systems and software Quality
Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE) — System and software quality models [RD-35].
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4.2. PROCEDURES, STUDIES, PAPERS AND PRESENTATIONS
The following documents represent the surveyed procedures, studies, papers and presentations on the topic of
Independent Verification and Validation. These sources of information will be analysed and assessed in terms of
possible contribution to and influence on the handbook in the upcoming technical note (DL-D2: IVV Assessment
Improvement Technical Note).

4.2.1. Studies
•

TN3: ISVV cost effectiveness metrication analysis – ESA Study Report for “ISVV Process and Product
Metrication” [RD-36];

•

Final Report for the ESA Study: ISVV Process Definition for Auto-Code Generated Software [RD-37];

•

Application of SAE ARP4754A to Flight Critical Systems [RD-38];

•

TN 240: Automatic Code Verification Report for the LPF OBSW [RD-39];

•

TN 205: FDIR Requirements Completeness Verification Report for the LPF OBSW [RD-40];

4.2.2. Papers and Procedures
•

N. Silva, R. Lopes, “Independent Test Verification: Consolidated Experience Report”, SBQS 2012, 11-15
June 2012, Fortaleza, CE, Brazil [RD-41]

•

Nuno Silva and Rui Lopes, “Overview of 10 years of ISVV findings in safety-critical systems”, Industry
Track of ISSRE 2012, Dallas, Texas, USA [RD-42]

•

Nuno Silva and Rui Lopes, “Independent Assessment of Safety-Critical Systems: we bring data!”, Industry
Track of ISSRE 2012, Dallas, Texas, USA [RD-43]

•

N. Silva, R. Lopes, A. Esper, R. Barbosa, “Results from an independent view on the validation of safety
critical space system”, DASIA 2013, 14-16 May, 2013, Oporto, Portugal [RD-44]

•

Nuno Silva, Rui Lopes, Francisco Costa, “Requirements for Real-Time Embedded Systems: A study on
semi-automated verification”, INFORUM 2013, 5-6 September 2013, Évora, Portugal [RD-45]

•

Andrea Ceccarelli, Nuno Silva, “Qualitative comparison of aerospace standards: an objective approach”,
WoSoCer 2013, ISSRE 2013, 4-7 November 2013, Pasadena, CA, USA [RD-46]

•

Nuno Silva, Marco Vieira, “Experience Report: Orthogonal Classification of Safety Critical Issues”,
ISSRE2014, 3-6- November 2014, Naples, Italy [RD-47]

•

Nuno Silva and Marco Vieira. Towards Making Safety-Critical Systems Safer: Learning from Mistakes,
ISSRE2014, 3-6- November 2014, Naples, Italy [RD-48]

•

N. Silva, M. Vieira, D. Ricci, D. Cotroneo, “Consolidated View on Space Software Engineering Problems
– An empirical study”, DASIA 2015, 19-21 May, 2015, Barcelona, Spain [RD-49]

•

Nuno Silva, Marco Vieira, Dario Ricci and Domenico Cotroneo, "Assessment of Defect Type influence in
Complex and Integrated Space Systems", RADIANCES (DSN 2015), June 22nd, 2015, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil [RD-50]

•

Silva, Nuno, Marco Vieira, Dario Ricci, and Domenico Cotroneo. "Assessment of Defect Type influence
in Complex and Integrated Space Systems: Analysis Based on ODC and ISVV Issues." In Dependable
Systems and Networks Workshops (DSN-W), 2015 IEEE International Conference on, pp. 63-68. IEEE,
2015 [RD-51]

•

N. Silva and M. Vieira, “Software for Embedded Systems: A Quality Assessment based on improved ODC
taxonomy”, SAC ACM 2016, April 04-08, 2016, Pisa, Italy [RD-52]
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•

Nuno Silva, João Carlos Cunha, Marco Vieira, A field study on root cause analysis of defects in space
software, Reliability Engineering & System Safety, Available online 24 August 2016, [RD-53]

•

Silva, Nuno, and Marco Vieira. 2016. “Adapting the Orthogonal Defect Classification Taxonomy to the
Space Domain.” In Computer Safety, Reliability, and Security: 35th International Conference,
SAFECOMP 2016, Trondheim, Norway, September 21-23, 2016, Proceedings, edited by Amund
Skavhaug, Jérémie Guiochet, and Friedemann Bitsch, 296–308. Cham: Springer International Publishing.
[RD-54]

•

András Pataricza, László Gönczy, Francesco Brancati, Francisco Moreira, Nuno Silva, Rosaria Esposito,
Ágnes Salánki, Andrea Bondavalli, “Towards an analysis framework for cost & quality estimation of V&V
projects”, DASIA 2016, 10-12 May, 2016, Tallin, Estonia [RD-55]

•

Nuno Silva, Marco Vieira, João Cunha, Ram Chillarege, “Evaluating a Corpus of Root Causes and
Measures to guide RCA processes in Critical Software”, HASE 2017, 12-14 January 2017, Singapore
[RD-56]

•

Silva, Nuno; Esposito, Christian. 2013. Safety-Critical Standards for Verification and Validation. In
Innovative Technologies for Dependable OTS-Based Critical Systems: Challenges and Achievements of
the CRITICAL STEP Project, ed. Domenico Cotroneo, 41 - 53. ISBN: 978-88-470-2772-5. Milano, Italy:
Springer-Verlag Mailand [RD-57]

•

Patricia Rodríguez Dapena, Marek Prochazka, Maria Hernek, ISVV Effectiveness Measurement In Space
Projects, DASIA 2011, DAta Systems In Aerospace, proceedings of the conference held 17-20 May, 2011
in San Anton, Malta [RD-58]

•

Okubo, Naoko & Umeda, Hiroki & Kawaguchi, Shinji & Kanbe, Taisuke & Ueda, Yasushi. (2018).
Transition of Independent Verification and Validation Activity and Refined Concept at the Mature Age.
Transactions Of The Japan Society For Aeronautical And Space Sciences, Aerospace Technology Japan
[RD-59]

•

R. Ujiie, M. Katahira, Y. Miyamoto, H. Nakao and N. Hoshino, "Measurement of JAXA's IV&V Activity
Effectiveness Based on Findings," 2011 Joint Conference of the 21st International Workshop on Software
Measurement and the 6th International Conference on Software Process and Product Measurement,
Nara, 2011, pp. 291-296 [RD-60]

•

Kohtake, Naohiko & Katoh, Atsushi & Ishihama, Naoki & Miyamoto, Yuko & Kawasaki, Tomomi &
Katahira, Masafumi. (2008). Software Independent Verification and Validation for Spacecraft at JAXA.
IEEE Aerospace Conference Proceedings. 1 - 8 March 2008, Big Sky, MT, USA [RD-61]

•

An Empirical Approach to Improve the Quality and Dependability of Critical Systems Engineering, Nuno
Silva, PhD thesis. August 2017, University of Coimbra, Portugal [RD-62].

4.2.3. Presentations
•

ECSS-E-ST-40: Space engineering – Software Engineering – Training Course, ECSS-Training-L2-E40
(2017-03-15) [RD-63];

•

ECSS-Q-ST-80C: Space product assurance – Software product assurance – Training Course, ECSSTraining-L2-Q80 (2017-03-15) [RD-64];

•

ESA, ISVV Effectiveness Measurement in ESA Space Projects, NASA IV&V Workshop 11-13 September
2012 [RD-65];

•

ESA, IVV Metrics (24-April-2019) - JAXA/NASA/ESA’s ISVV Working Group [RD-66];

•

IV&V of reused code (November-2015), TEC-SWS presentation within the NASA/JAXA/ESA IVV Working
Group [RD-67];
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•

IV&V of Data (July-2017), TEC-SWS presentation within the NASA/JAXA/ESA IVV Working Group [RD68];

•

IVV of FPGA-based systems, IVV Working Group [RD-69];

•

ISVV Process Definition for Auto-Code Generated Software – Final presentation of ESA Study created
by Rovsing [RD-70];
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The ISVV Collection of Improvements activity aimed at identifying points of improvement to the ISVV guide based
on experience and best practices from both space and non-space domains.
For this purpose, a questionnaire was devised which focuses the stakeholder on providing its opinion on key ISVV
topics. Although some questions were directly related with the ISVV guide contents and structure itself, other
questions were also added to assess related ISVV topics which are currently under discussion (e.g. ISVV for Agile
Developed Systems). Questionnaire answers will provide the relevant recommendations from the key
stakeholders, based on the stakeholder’s experience, driven from the direct usage of the guide, and will represent
the most relevant improvements to include on the guide. These analyses will be done in the upcoming technical
note.
Additionally, documentation related to independent verification and validation (not only focused on software) was
collected with the purpose of obtaining knowledge of best practices used on both space and non-space domains.
Analysis of the selected relevant reference documents will provide additional inputs to improve the guide by
examining the approaches used on other domains which may be applied to IVV for space projects.
Internal project reviews of the ISVV guide, performed by project team members, will also increase the quality of
the guide by removing the most obvious issues (typos, minor text corrections and formatting issues).
In a general way, the questionnaire answers have provided very interesting feedback with appropriate hints to the
different topics. The perceived importance of the questions and the level of contradiction of the answers provide
us with a selected list of topics for more detailed and more careful analysis and discussion. Generally, and
excluding the fact that some non-space methodologies shall also be used to enrich the handbook, there are no
completely new topics suggested by the stakeholders and other contributors besides the ones already listed in
section 3.6.

5.1. WORKING METHOD
The current technical note has been produced based on a set of methods defined on the tendering documentation
and refined to maximize the efficacy of the assessment. Table 10 presents the used methods and how they were
fulfilled within the technical note.
Used Method

Fulfilment

Relevant stakeholders and ISVV guide users were identified and contacted to: (1) collect
relevant improvement ideas, (2) participate in the IVV workshop to discuss ideas and (3)
review the ISVV handbook.
Sections 3.1, 3.2 and Annex A
Stakeholders from space and non-space domains were considered for stakeholder
selection. Additionally, some stakeholders for the space domain are also experts on nonspace domains such as aeronautics and railway.
A questionnaire (including corresponding question’s rationale) was produced with the
purpose of collecting key ISVV guide improvements data and which addresses specific
topics initially identified as relevant. The inclusion of System Engineering outputs in scope

Sections 2.2.1.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and Annex B

of the IVV activities was further explored using an additional special purpose questionnaire
targeted at system software specification authors.
A list of potential IVV improvements topics (identified on tendering documentation) and
presented on Annex C were considered as initial improvement points. The survey

Sections 2, 3.6 and Annex C

questionnaire was produced including initial ISVV guide improvement points.
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Used Method

Fulfilment

Additional topics can be extracted from the answers provided by the stakeholders and
other contributors, a preliminary list is also already compiled in this report.
Relevant changes impacting IVV that have been made in the ECSS documents since the
previous ISVV Guide release in 2008 were compiled and added as improvement topics.
Although the survey questionnaire included questions regarding the consistency between
the ISVV guide and the ECSS documents landscape, it is foreseen that the improvements

Section 2.3

assessment technical note will extend this analysis and will establish compliance between
ISVV handbook and ECSS standards contents.
A survey was performed for standards and guidelines from other domains for additional
relevant information to be included/covered in the ISVV guide. Inputs from these domains
and that are applying IVV concepts (e.g. Aviation, Railway, Automotive), were then
collected and will be added to the IVV improvement process as inputs. A list of standards,
guidelines, studies, papers, procedures and presentations was compiled and includes
documents applicable to both space and non-space domains. In general, considering the
questionnaire answers collected, there are no disruptive topics that are addressed

Section 4

specifically on other standards and that could be applicable as an improvement to the
current ISVV guide. Moreover, the topics identified during tendering (refer to Annex C)
already cover the most relevant topics of improvement (these include, for example, the
usage of model-based verification).
Inputs from other Space Agencies’ (e.g. JAXA, NASA) were also collected by making
these organizations part of the stakeholders list.
Both (I) V&V processes and methods improvements were considered. The questionnaire
(including corresponding question’s rationale) was produced with the purpose of collecting

Sections 2.2.1.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and Annex B

key ISVV guide improvements concerning both verification and validation.

Table 10: Working Methods and Fulfilment

5.2. QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
A total of 32 participants were invited to participate on the study. The following data was extracted from the survey
database:
-

23 (72%) answered the questionnaire;

-

09 (28%) were invited and didn’t provide responses:
o

2 participants justified not contributing on the survey due to the lack of experience on ISVV;

o

Some questionnaires have been delivered without the complete set of questions answered;

o

All other didn’t provide questionnaire answers.

The way the questionnaire was structured may have prevented for more complete set of answered questionnaires:
-

A total of 85 questions were included on the questionnaire making it wearisome for the responder after some
time (average estimated time to fill the questionnaire is about 8 hours);

-

Some questions addressed the same topic from a different perspective depending on the location that the
topic appeared on the guide. This seem to have caused some respondents simply include no extra remarks
on the topic in analysis or simply don’t provide with an answer the corresponding question.
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Questions were driven either from the tendering documentation (proposal [AD-2] and SoW [AD-3]), or from the
analysis performed by the project team to ISVV guide topics considered as relevant for improvements.
From the metrics extracted from the answers database:
-

From all answers provided, 22% of the questions were unanswered by the respondents;

-

There is a noticeable prevalence of initial questions being answered (95%) with the last questions being less
answered (75%);

A set of extra questions was devised with the specific purpose of addressing the inclusion of System Engineering
life cycle outputs into IVV scope. This very small and focused set of questions (5 questions in total as opposed to
85 on the full questionnaire) was targeted at the Systems Engineering audience. The two invited System
Engineering participants provided responses for all questions.

Considering the obtained results, it is recommended that during guide usage, ISVV guide improvements are
added to the lessons learnt repository so that improvements are collected and properly managed.
Additionally, and with the purpose of systematically keeping the ISVV guide updated, the ISVV management
activity should include a task to collect such improvements so that the lessons learnt repository is updated.
This will contribute to the continuous Improvement of the ISVV guide.

The project team concludes that the number of questions answered by the stakeholders in the questionnaire
satisfying and find that these is a sufficient basis to continue the assessment of IVV improvements in task 2 of the
project.

5.3. IMPORTANT QUESTIONS AND CONTRADICTORINESS
In what concerns the responses contents we can evaluate two parameters in an initial analysis: a) the
importance/interest of the stakeholders and participants for some specific questions/topics; and b) the level of
contradictory answers provided by the stakeholders and participants (which will require a more careful
assessment). A deeper analysis on the answers contents is planned for the upcoming technical note (DL-D2: IVV
Assessment Improvement Technical Note).
Table 11 presents a summary of the questions who have raised more interest (Perceived Importance). This
evaluation is determined by the amount of answers and size of these answers, as well as the number of subtopics
covered and potential discussions raised within each of the answers. Naturally, answers that are longer and that
lead to more contradictory sets of responses are considered as “more important” comparing to other answers
where the responses are shorter and the overall set shows common agreement. This list contains 21 questions
out of the 85. Furthermore, the contradictoriness (Level of Contradiction) provides an evaluation of the level of
divergent opinions, based on the amount of different and contradictory answers. Questions Q-01, Q02, Q-20, Q21 and Q-43 are the ones where consensus cannot be reached and sound and justified decisions will need to be
made (Highlighted in blue background). The agreement proposed will be documented in the upcoming technical
note and presented in a Workshop at a later stage of the project.
Question

Q-01

Perceived

Level

Importance

Contradiction

High

High
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Question

Perceived

Level

Importance

Contradiction

of

Question

Should the “ISVV level Definition Activity” be removed and simply to assume that
items classified as A and B as per ECSS-Q-ST-40C in SCAR are to be subject
Q-02

High

High

to

ISVV

activities?

a)

Yes

b)

No

c) Sometimes (justify)
Although no specific initiating events are identified, from your experience, what
Q-04

High

Medium

are the appropriate initiating events/milestones/moment considered to start ISVV
activities?

In which ways can the ISVV process be redesigned to support agile approaches
Q-07

High

Medium

and provide continuous support and feedback to the SW supplier, regardless of
hard project milestones (if this is seen beneficial)?

In general, do you think that ISVV Customer (most often the prime) could have
Q-10

High

Medium

more responsibilities during the ISVV process? In what areas should the ISVV
Customer be more involved (e.g. mediating issue resolution between ISVV
supplier and SW supplier, providing the final approval of solution, etc.)?
Do you think that the role of ISVV Customer should address in more detail the
ownership of findings, meaning: - The ISVV Customer, after understanding and

Q-11

High

Medium

filtering findings from the ISVV Suppliers, should own the findings and resolve
these with the SW supplier, OR - Should it delegate as much as possible these
to the ISVV Supplier?
Considering that SVF is a key element for the Independent Validation Process,

Q-12

High

Medium

how should the SVF Supplier be better involved in the ISVV process to support
during the IVA and to implement feedback from the ISVV team?

Q-14

High

Low

Q-20

High

High

How relevant is to you a prior assessment of the maturity of the ISVV inputs (e.g.
documentation and source code)? a) Very Relevant b) Relevant c) Not Relevant
Do you have an opinion on an alternative ISVV level definition? For example,
should the criticality level defined on the ECSS standards be used (Catastrophic
to Negligible) or another simplified level scale be used?

Q-21

High

High

Q-38

High

Medium

Q-43

High

High

Can you identify key properties of SW which affect the ISVV scope, based on
your experience?
Do you think that reviewing the unit test specifications could bring more or less
added value than unit test procedures? Justify.
To optimize the ISVV activities, how relevant do you consider that test cases from
the nominal development Validation activities shall also be provided to the ISVV
team? a) Very Relevant b) Relevant c) Not Relevant
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Perceived

Level

Importance

Contradiction

Q-46

High

Medium

Q-51

High

Medium

Question

of

Question

Based on this list, can you recommend any additional analyses for the
identification of ISVV test cases?
Which key properties/functionalities of an SVF should be emphasized to be taken
into consideration by SVF supplier - in order to create valuable IVA testing
environment?
Have you ever made use of the information provided on appendixes B.2 to B.5

Q-59

High

Medium

considering that no outline/templates are provided? Could you provide any
recommendations for improving the information on B.2 to B.5?
From the list of methods provided in this annex, which are the top five methods

Q-65

High

Low

Q-69

High

Medium

Q-71

High

Medium

used for ISVV according to your experience?
Can you list, based on your experience, which metrics you use to measure ISVV
efficiency?
Do you have any ideas of valuable activities/metrics/conclusions which could be
incorporated into a structured template for lessons learned after ISVV project?
The development processes are often dynamic and adapted on a project by
project situation. Could you list three or more ISVV activities that would contribute

Q-73

High

Medium

continuously to the project improvement independently from having to wait for
specific hard milestones (continuous support and continuous feedback from
ISVV team)?
To your knowledge, what types of data require specific validation? Are there

Q-79

High

Medium

specific

methods

to

validate

data and log relevant issues to avoid future data problems?
When developing several versions of the system/software along the lifecycle in
order to get a growing maturity/complexity of the system/software, ISVV might
Q-83

High

Medium

suffer from being applied to intermediate or incomplete versions, what are the
issues that you usually face, as an ISVV customer or supplier, and what solutions
can you suggest to cover iterative development more efficiently?

Table 11: List of Questions that raised more interest

Special attention will be made in what concerns the topics covered by these 21 questions, in particular the
5 questions that raised diverse and opposite answers. Other questions have also raised contradictory
answers, but those are currently considered as easily manageable.

This set of 21 questions covers, in general, the large majority of the topics listed in section 2.2 (Incorporate
experience from using the current ISVV Guide), the topic listed in section 2.3.1 (Impact of the updated ECSS
standards on the ISVV Guide) and the topics listed in sections 2.4.2 (Independent Verification and Validation of
Data) and 2.4.6 (ISVV of Software following an iterative model). The demonstrated interest in the answer to these
questions show that the stakeholders provided opinions based on their experience, are interested in the
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synchronization with the ECSS standards, and care for data validation issues and also for applying ISVV in the
iterative model commonly used for software development.

5.4. RELEVANT REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION
More than 60 standards, guidelines, studies, papers, procedures and presentations will be considered for analysis
with the purpose of obtaining relevant inputs for improving the guide. References were considered not only from
the space domain but also from railway, aeronautics, general electronics (used on safety critical applications) and
automotive domains. Each of these references were investigated and, when considered applicable, selected for
further assessment.
The detailed list is presented in section 4.
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ANNEXES
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ANNEX A. LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS AND PARTICIPANTS
The list of stakeholders invited for the survey and the indication of whether each replied to the questionnaire is
provided in Table 12.
Stakeholder

Respondents

ESA (European Space Agency)

Maria Hernek

Answered?
Yes

Nuno Silva
Critical Software, SA

Yes

Ricardo Barbosa
Rovsing

Jesper Troelsen

Yes

Thomas Clement
Airbus DS

Yes

Rui Lopes
Thales Alenia Space

Laurent Jouve

Yes

TERMA

Gert Caspersen

Yes

SSF

Dubravka Ilic

Yes

CAPTEC

Richard Cluff

Yes

GMV

Daniel Silvera

Yes

SoftwCare (Everis)

Patricia Rodriguez Dapena

Yes

Deimos

N/A

No

DNV

N/A

No

Leonardo

Mele Gennaro

Yes

Raju Raymond

Yes

JAXA

Shunsuke Takemura

Yes

DLR

Zain A.H. Hammadeh

Yes

CNES

N/A

No

OHB

Detlev Schuemann

Yes

ESO

Paola Sivera

Yes

RUAG

Eric.Fornstedt

Yes

NASA Katherine
Facility

Johnson

IV&V
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Stakeholder

Respondents

Answered?

Bjoern Olsson
Ana Maria Ambrósio
INPE

Yes

Fabio Batagin Armelin
QinetiQ Space

Peter Matthijs

Yes

SciSys

Mark Hann

Yes

University of Copenhagen (DTU)

N/A

No

INAF

N/A

No

University of Coimbra

N/A

No

SKA (Square Kilometre Array)

N/A

No

EUMETSAT

N/A

No

LuxSpace

N/A

No

Table 12: List of Stakeholders and Participants

ESA and the Consortium would like to thank all the stakeholders and other participants for their
valuable time and their contributions.
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ANNEX B. QUESTIONNAIRE CONTENTS
The questionnaire contents [RD-1] and rationale [RD-2] are presented in this annex.
#

Reference in PDF

Q-01

General
section 1.1

Should the ISVV guide also focus on System Engineering, Operations and Maintenance
phases?

Understand the industry needs for ISVV and
explore the possibility of extending the guide
to other phases.

Q-02

General (ISVV Levels)
section 1.3

Should the “ISVV level Definition Activity” be removed and simply to assume that items
classified as A and B as per ECSS-Q-ST-40C in SCAR are to be subject to ISVV
activities?
a) Yes
b) No
c) Sometimes (justify)

Evaluates needs of ISVV level definition.

Q-03

ISVV Process
section 2.2

Question deleted.

No answer required.

Q-04

ISVV Process
section 2.2

Although no specific initiating events are identified, from your experience, what are the
appropriate initiating events/milestones/moment considered to start ISVV activities?

Different projects present different initiating
events. This question is aimed to understand
which events/milestones/moment are
considered to start ISVV activities.

Q-05

ISVV Process
section 2.2, Figure 3

Could you identify the periods in the System/SW development lifecycle timeline, where
ISVV adds most value in the System/SW development process?

Adjusting the ISVV process so the ISVV tasks
are most effective to SW supplier.

Q-06

ISVV Process
section 2.2, Figure 2 and Figure 3

Looking at figures 2 and 3, do you think that the presented workflow matches the process
experienced in ISVV projects you participated (especially relations between ISVV activities
and SW lifecycle)? If No, what should be adjusted?

Making figures .2 and .3 more readable and
close to the actual ISVV process.

Q-07

ISVV Process
section 2.2, Figure 3

In which ways can the ISVV process be redesigned to support agile approaches and
provide continuous support and feedback to the SW supplier, regardless of hard project
milestones (if this is seen beneficial)?

Assessment of ISVV process held in Agile
methodology and continuous development.

Q-08

ISVV Process
section 2.2

Does the process defined in the ISVV guide provide means for efficient tailoring of the
ISVV activities/tasks? If No, what would you change?

Assessment of the flexibility and efficiency of
the current ISVV process.

Q-09

ISVV Process
section 2.3

From your experience, are the any other cost drivers that you think relevant to be included
in this list?

Identify relevant cost drivers not currently
considered.

Q-10

ISVV Process
section 2.5.2

In general, do you think that ISVV Customer (most often the prime) could have more
responsibilities during the ISVV process? In what areas should the ISVV Customer be

Assessment whether more involvement of
ISVV customer is expected.
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#

Reference in PDF

Question

Rationale

more involved (e.g. mediating issue resolution between ISVV supplier and SW supplier,
providing the final approval of solution, etc.)?

Q-11

ISVV Process
section 2.5.3.1

Do you think that the role of ISVV Customer should address in more detail the ownership
of findings, meaning: - The ISVV Customer, after understanding and filtering findings from
the ISVV Suppliers, should own the findings and resolve these with the SW supplier, OR Should it delegate as much as possible these to the ISVV Supplier?

Understanding how findings ownership is
currently managed and if revisiting this topic is
required.

Q-12

ISVV Process
section 2.5.3.2

Considering that SVF is a key element for the Independent Validation Process, how
should the SVF Supplier be better involved in the ISVV process to support during the IVA
and to implement feedback from the ISVV team?

Understanding the SVF supplier responsibility
on ISVV activities.

Q-13

Process Management (MAN.PM)
section 3.1, Figure 5

Are there other inputs missing or some of these are not really used?

Understand if the list of inputs is consistent
and complete, if there are inputs that should
be considered and if there are inputs which
are not used at all.

Q-14

Process Management (MAN.PM)
section 3.2.2

How relevant is to you a prior assessment of the maturity of the ISVV inputs (e.g.
documentation and source code)? a) Very Relevant b) Relevant c) Not Relevant

Understand, from the different stakeholders,
the importance of the maturity of inputs for
performing the ISVV activities.

Q-15

Process Management (MAN.PM.T1)
section 3.5.1

Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper management an
ISVV project? (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask candidates which were not
efficient in ISVV projects you participated, or which could be removed). Specify.

Identify superfluous or irrelevant sub-tasks.

Q-16

Process Management (MAN.PM.T1)
section 3.5.1

Would any additional tasks or subtasks be here specified to complement or improve the
ISVV management? Exemplify.

Identify relevant additional sub-tasks.

Q-17

Process Management (MAN.PM.T2)
section 3.5.2

Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper process execution,
monitoring and control of an ISVV project? (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask
candidates which were not efficient in ISVV projects you participated, or which could be
removed). Specify.

Identify superfluous or irrelevant sub-tasks.

Q-18

Process Management (MAN.PM.T2)
section 3.5.2

Would any additional tasks or subtasks be here specified to complement or improve the
ISVV process execution, monitoring and control? Exemplify.

Identify relevant additional sub-tasks.

Q-19

ISVV Level Definition (MAN.VV)
section 4.1, Figure 7

Are there other inputs missing or some of these are not really used?

Understand if the list of inputs is consistent
and complete, if there are inputs that should
be considered and if there are inputs which
are not used at all.

Q-20

ISVV Level Definition (MAN.VV)
section 4.1, Table 2

Do you have an opinion on an alternative ISVV level definition? For example, should the
criticality level defined on the ECSS standards be used (Catastrophic to Negligible) or
another simplified level scale be used?

Understand if ISVV levels are appropriate or if
this is something that will require revisiting.
Together with the answer driven from other
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Question

Rationale
questions, conclusions may be reached on
how to address ISVV Level definition.

Q-21

ISVV Level Definition (MAN.VV)
section 4.1

Can you identify key properties of SW which affect the ISVV scope, based on your
experience?

Finding SW generic properties which could
determine the ISVV scope instead of
assigning ISVV levels.

Q-22

Technical Specification Analysis
(IVE.TA)
section 5.1, Figure 9

Are there other inputs missing or some of these are not really used?

Understand if the list of inputs is consistent
and complete, if there are inputs that should
be considered and if there are inputs which
are not used at all.

Q-23

Technical Specification Analysis
(IVE.TA.T1)
section 5.5.1

Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper Software
Requirements Verification? (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask candidates which
were not efficient in ISVV projects you participated, or which could be removed). Specify.

Identify superfluous or irrelevant sub-tasks.

Q-24

Technical Specification Analysis
(IVE.TA.T1)
section 5.5.1

Would any additional tasks or subtasks be here specified to complement or improve the
Software Requirements Verification activity? Exemplify.

Identify relevant additional sub-tasks.

Q-25

Design Analysis (IVE.DA)
section 6.1, Figure 12

Are there other inputs missing or some of these are not really used?

Understand if the list of inputs is consistent
and complete, if there are inputs that should
be considered and if there are inputs which
are not used at all.

Q-26

Design Analysis (IVE.DA)
section 6.5.1

Which documents are normally produced in SW lifecycle to provide SW dependability and
safety activities? Do you think that IVV of these artefacts would bring additional value to
the ISVV process?

Determining the set of documents which could
be checked in the proposed new activity.

Q-27

Design Analysis (IVE.DA)
section 6.5.1

Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper Architectural Design
Verification? (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask candidates which were not efficient
in ISVV projects you participated, or which could be removed). Specify.

Identify superfluous or irrelevant sub-tasks.

Q-28

Design Analysis (IVE.DA)
section 6.5.1

Would any additional tasks or subtasks be here specified to complement or improve the
Architectural Design Verification activity? For example, can you name any tasks which
could add value to verification of SW dependability and safety activities (based on e.g.
FMEA/FMECAs, FDIR reports, FTA, HSIA, SCA reports…). Exemplify.

Identify relevant additional sub-tasks.

Q-29

Design Analysis (IVE.DA.T2)
section 6.5.2

Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper Detailed Design
Verification? (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask candidates which were not efficient
in ISVV projects you participated, or which could be removed). Specify.

Identify superfluous or irrelevant sub-tasks.

Q-30

Design Analysis (IVE.DA.T2)
section 6.5.2

Would any additional tasks or subtasks be here specified to complement or improve the
Detailed Design Verification activity? Exemplify.

Identify relevant additional sub-tasks.
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Q-31

Design Analysis (IVE.DA.T2)
section 6.5.3

Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper Software User
Manual Verification? (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask candidates which were not
efficient in ISVV projects you participated, or which could be removed). Specify.

Identify superfluous or irrelevant sub-tasks.

Q-32

Design Analysis (IVE.DA.T2)
section 6.5.3

Would any additional tasks or subtasks be here specified to complement or improve the
Software User Manual Verification activity? Exemplify.

Identify relevant additional sub-tasks.

Q-33

Code Analysis (IVE.CA)
section 7.1, Figure 17

Are there other inputs missing or some of these are not really used?

Understand if the list of inputs is consistent
and complete, if there are inputs that should
be considered and if there are inputs which
are not used at all.

Q-34

Code Analysis (IVE.CA.T1)
section 7.5.1

Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper Source Code
Verification? (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask candidates which were not efficient
in ISVV projects you participated, or which could be removed). Specify.

Identify superfluous or irrelevant sub-tasks.

Q-35

Code Analysis (IVE.CA.T1)
section 7.5.1

Would any additional tasks or subtasks be here specified to complement or improve the
Source Code Verification activity? Exemplify.

Identify relevant additional sub-tasks.

Q-36

Code Analysis (IVE.CA.T2)
section 7.5.2

Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper Integration Test
Specification and Test Data Verification? (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask
candidates which were not efficient in ISVV projects you participated, or which could be
removed). Specify.

Identify superfluous or irrelevant sub-tasks.

Q-37

Code Analysis (IVE.CA.T2)
section 7.5.2

Would any additional tasks or subtasks be here specified to complement or improve the
Integration Test Specification and Test Data Verification activity? Exemplify.

Identify relevant additional sub-tasks.

Q-38

Code Analysis (IVE.CA.T2)
section 7.5.3

Do you think that reviewing the unit test specifications could bring more or less added
value than unit test procedures? Justify.

Validation of the idea to review the unit test
specification.

Q-39

Code Analysis (IVE.CA.T2)
section 7.5.3

Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper Unit Test
Procedures and Test Data Verification? (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask
candidates which were not efficient in ISVV projects you participated, or which could be
removed). Specify.

Identify superfluous or irrelevant sub-tasks.

Q-40

Code Analysis (IVE.CA.T2)
section 7.5.3

Would any additional tasks or subtasks be here specified to complement or improve the
Unit Test Procedures and Test Data Verification activity? Exemplify.

Identify relevant additional sub-tasks.

Q-41

Independent Validation (IVA)
section 8.1

Could you suggest two validation related tasks which could be complementary to the IVA
activity as presented in this guide?

Specification of more precise guidelines how
to properly validate SW in this activity.

Q-42

Independent Validation (IVA)
section 8.1

Could you suggest at least two validation related tasks for improving the IVA activity or
extending IVA activity beyond pure software life cycle (e.g. IVV of fault management or
IVV of system functional validations)?

Selection of other potential tasks that could be
present in this activity.
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Q-43

Independent Validation (IVA)
section 8.1

To optimize the ISVV activities, how relevant do you consider that test cases from the
nominal development Validation activities shall also be provided to the ISVV team? a)
Very Relevant b) Relevant c) Not Relevant

Having as input the foreseen nominal
Validation approach would contribute to a
more effective ISVV Validation.

Q-44

Independent Validation (IVA)
section 8.1, Figure 21

Are there other inputs missing or some of these are not really used?

Understand if the list of inputs is consistent
and complete, if there are inputs that should
be considered and if there are inputs which
are not used at all.

Q-45

Independent Validation (IVA.T1)
section 8.1.1, Figure 22

Are there other inputs missing or some of these are not really used?

Understand if the list of inputs is consistent
and complete, if there are inputs that should
be considered and if there are inputs which
are not used at all.

Q-46

Independent Validation (IVA.T1)
section 8.1.1.2

Based on this list, can you recommend any additional analyses for the identification of
ISVV test cases?

Identification of additional analysis for the
identification of test cases.

Q-47

Independent Validation (IVA.T2)
section 8.1.2, Figure 23

Are there other inputs missing or some of these are not really used?

Understand if the list of inputs is consistent
and complete, if there are inputs that should
be considered and if there are inputs which
are not used at all.

Q-48

Independent Validation (IVA.T3)
section 8.1.3, Figure 24

Are there other inputs missing or some of these are not really used?

Understand if the list of inputs is consistent
and complete, if there are inputs that should
be considered and if there are inputs which
are not used at all.

Q-49

SVF
section 8.2

How viable/efficient is it to have ISVV supplier developing and using an independent
Software Validation Facility?
a) Extremely viable/efficient
b) Somehow viable/efficient
c) Not viable/efficient

Understanding the efficiency of having an
independent SVF being developed by the
ISVV supplier.

Q-50

SVF
section 8.2

On a cost/benefit perspective, is an independent SVF a good solution w.r.t. just using
supplier’s SVF to run the Independent Validation Tests idealized within the ISVV
activities?
a) Yes
b) Sometimes
c) No

Understanding the independent development
of SVF cost/benefit, thus effectiveness of IVA
activity (measure ROI).

Q-51

SVF
section 8.2

Which key properties/functionalities of an SVF should be emphasized to be taken into
consideration by SVF supplier - in order to create valuable IVA testing environment?

Identify the SVF properties needed by ISVV to
be incorporated in future SVFs.
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Q-52

Independent Validation (IVA.T1)
section 8.5.1

Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper Identification of Test
Cases? Specify. (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask candidates which were not
efficient in ISVV projects you participated, or which could be removed). Specify.

Identify superfluous or irrelevant sub-tasks.

Q-53

Independent Validation (IVA.T1)
section 8.5.1

Would any additional tasks or subtasks be here specified to complement or improve the
Identification of Test Cases activity? Exemplify.

Identify relevant additional sub-tasks.

Q-54

Independent Validation (IVA.T2)
section 8.5.2

Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper Construction of Test
Procedures? (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask candidates which were not efficient
in ISVV projects you participated, or which could be removed). Specify.

Identify superfluous or irrelevant sub-tasks.

Q-55

Independent Validation (IVA.T2)
section 8.5.2

Would any additional tasks or subtasks be here specified to complement or improve the
Construction of Test Procedures activity? Exemplify.

Identify relevant additional sub-tasks.

Q-56

Independent Validation (IVA.T2)
section 8.5.3

Do you see any of the listed subtasks as non-essential for the proper Execution of Test
Procedures? Specify. (Note: You can propose tasks or subtask candidates which were not
efficient in ISVV projects you participated, or which could be removed). Specify.

Identify superfluous or irrelevant sub-tasks.

Q-57

Independent Validation (IVA.T2)
section 8.5.3

Would any additional tasks or subtasks be here specified to complement or improve the
Execution of Test Procedures activity? Exemplify.

Identify relevant additional sub-tasks.

Q-58

ISVV activity outputs
Annex B.1

Do you consider the plan outline contains the appropriate information? Would you
recommend any changes to the plan outline presented next?

Update of the ISVV Plan outline according to
the stakeholder’s practice.

Q-59

ISVV activity outputs
Annex B.2

Have you ever made use of the information provided on appendixes B.2 to B.5
considering that no outline/templates are provided? Could you provide any
recommendations for improving the information on B.2 to B.5?

Update of the ISVV activity outputs contents
according to the stakeholder’s practice.

Q-60

RID Form Example
Annex C

Do you make use of the RID form provided in this section, or do you have your own RID
form? Would you recommend any changes to the RID form proposed? Consider
commenting on the Problem Types suggested and the RID Severity Levels (Major and
Minor are enough?).

Update of the ISVV RID form contents
according to the stakeholder’s practice.

Q-61

ISVV Levels and Software Criticality
Categories
Annex E.1

Do you consider it relevant that the ISVV Supplier also performs the Criticality Analysis?

Simplify the ISVV level definition or reconfirm
the criticality of the system under ISVV.

Q-62

Error Potential Questionnaire
Annex E.2

Do you ever had to use this questionnaire? If yes, which was the hardest information to
obtain?

Assess usability of questionnaire for
assessing "error potential".

Q-63

Error Potential Questionnaire
Annex E.2

Do you think questions should be added or removed from this questionnaire? If yes, which
ones or can you provide examples of questions that should be included?

Update questionnaire according to the
stakeholder’s practice.
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Q-64

Procedures for Performing Simplified
FMECA
Annex E.3

If you have performed System FMECA or SW FMECA in scope of ISVV activities, what
were the most important results brought to the ISVV activities?

Assess the usefulness of the System FMECA
and SW FMECA results in scope of the ISVV.

Q-65

Methods for design analysis
Annex F

From the list of methods provided in this annex, which are the top five methods used for
ISVV according to your experience?

Assess which are the most relevant methods
according to the stakeholder’s practice.

Q-66

Methods for design analysis
Annex F

What additional design analysis methods, not described in this annex, would be useful for
ISVV activities, if any?

Update list of methods according to the
stakeholder’s practice.

Q-67

Other
Group 1

How relevant would it be to consider IVV of the requirement baseline and concept
documentation (e.g. SSS, IRD, FDIR implementation report, system ICD…) in the ISVV
process? a) Very Relevant b) Relevant c) Not Relevant

Validation of the idea to include IVV of
requirement baseline and concept
documentation, which is one level higher than
current IVV of technical specification.

Q-68

Other
Group 1

Which documents from the requirements baseline could be checked in the ISVV process?

Determining the set of documents which could
be checked in this stage.

Q-69

Other
Group 1

Can you list, based on your experience, which metrics you use to measure ISVV
efficiency?

Understand which metrics are used by the
stakeholder to measure ISVV efficiency

Q-70

Other
Group 1

What main topics and contents should the Statement of Work (SoW) cover for ISVV
contracts?

Identify what is important for stakeholders to
see captured in the ISVV SoWs.

Q-71

Other
Group 1

Do you have any ideas of valuable activities/metrics/conclusions which could be
incorporated into a structured template for lessons learned after ISVV project?

Structuring the lessons learned framework.

Q-72

Other
Group 1

Can you think of any efficient way of collection/searching of lessons learned after/before
each ISVV project?

Finding a way to share lessons learned after
each ISVV project.

Q-73

Other
Group 1

The development processes are often dynamic and adapted on a project by project
situation. Could you list three or more ISVV activities that would contribute continuously to
the project improvement independently from having to wait for specific hard milestones
(continuous support and continuous feedback from ISVV team)?

Obtain possible ISVV activities that can be
performed continuously

Q-74

Other
Group 1

Do you have an opinion on the "ideal" ISVV Customer versus ISVV Supplier setup? (Ways
of communicating and organize an ISVV program)

Gather from customer and supplier improved
ways of communicating and implementing and
ISVV program.

Q-75

Other
Group 2

Since the current ISVV guide was developed more than 10 years ago, it is in-line with the
ECSS standards applicable at that time. From your knowledge which major changes in
ECSS standards may affect the ISVV handbook contents and how?

Identify what recent ECSS updates had an
impact (if any) on ISVV activities from the
stakeholder’s point of view.
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Q-76

Other
Group 2

Do you have knowledge of Independent verification and validation practices for space
domain outside ESA? If so, can you provide some references?

Collect good practices from other
organizations outside ESA but under the
space domain

Q-77

Other
Group 2

Do you have knowledge of Independent verification and validation practices outside the
space domain? If so, can you provide some references?

Collect good practices from other
organizations outside ESA and outside the
space domain

Q-78

Other
Group 3

What are the most important activities that should be performed on reused software? Are
these activities usual practice in the nominal development and V&V?

Collect set of activities performed from
stakeholders for assessing reused software

Q-79

Other
Group 3

To your knowledge, what types of data require specific validation? Are there specific
methods to validate
data and log relevant issues to avoid future data problems?

Understand from the stakeholders which data
usually require special validation.

Q-80

Other
Group 3

Do you have any knowledge of ASIC/FPGA V&V practices? Can you provide references?

Collect ASIC/FPGA V&V practices from
stakeholders that could be adapted for IVV.

Q-81

Other
Group 3

Is it worth performing V&V on autogenerated code? What can we get out of such V&V
activities?

Obtain from stakeholders an opinion whether
autogenerated code should be subjected to
IVV

Q-82

Other
Group 3

Do you have any knowledge of Model Based V&V practices and tools? Can you provide
references?

Collect Model Based V&V practices from
stakeholders that could be adapted for IVV.

Other
Group 3

When developing several versions of the system/software along the lifecycle in order to
get a growing maturity/complexity of the system/software, ISVV might suffer from being
applied to intermediate or incomplete versions, what are the issues that you usually face,
as an ISVV customer or supplier, and what solutions can you suggest to cover iterative
development more efficiently?

Understand the main issues when applying
ISVV for iterative systems and gather some
solutions to improve ISVV efficiency.

Group 3

Do you have any knowledge of agile V&V practices and tools? Can you provide
references?

Assessment of ISVV process held in Agile
methodology and continuous development.

Q-85

Other
Group 3

Are there any methods or techniques applicable to V&V and not yet considered in this
guide?

Collect from stakeholders’ other methods or
techniques applicable to V&V.

Q-86

Other
Last page

Do you have any additional comments and suggestions for the future ISVV Handbook?

Obtain additional recommendations for the
guide.

Q-83

Other
Q-84
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ANNEX C. ISVV IMPROVEMENTS QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
The full list of questionnaire results is presented in the survey results database [RD-4] to be considered together
with this report.
Due to the importance of the special topics listed at the end of the questionnaire (see project tendering
documentation [AD-2][AD-3] and section 2) the answers collected from them are explicitly listed in this annex.
The answers presented are sorted by identified group [AD-2][AD-3] and question as also listed in the ISVV
Questionnaire [RD-1].
The tables in this annex provide a Participant Id to uniquely identify stakeholders and other contributors, and the
provided Answers.

C.1 GROUP 1: INCORPORATE EXPERIENCE FROM USING THE ISVV GUIDE
Q-67: How relevant would it be to consider IVV of the requirement baseline
and concept documentation (e.g. SSS, IRD, FDIR implementation report,
system ICD…) in the ISVV process? a) Very Relevant b) Relevant c) Not
Relevant
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

Relevant.
The RB for the SW process should be as mature as possible.

S-04

ISVV activities should be kept within of the Software development perimeter.

S-09

A) Very Relevant Requirements Baseline sets the tone for the project and ambiguity or weakness there causes
downstream issues.

S-08

a. (The ISVV supplier is already expected to read all these documents in detail and to fully understand their
intentions. Review comments against the requirements baseline have been raised on demand, and in many
other cases a review comment has resulted in an action to modify the requirements baseline. Some inspected
software requirement documents have been "de facto detailed design documents" (most if not all
responsibilities being expressed in pseudocode terms, without systematic guarantee of testability via black-box
testing).)

S-17

n/a

P-03

Relevant

S-14

Very relevant, see also answer to Q-01

P-07

b

P-08

Very relevant.

P-06

It would be (a) Very Relevant, because software may be influenced by all this information.

S-05

b)

P-10

Relevant but for deeper understanding of ISVV team only.

S-03

b) Relevant
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Participant Id

Answer

S-02

b) the SSS is the initial SW relevant document, hence it would make sense to have this also part of ISVV
assessment. Together with system safety and dependability analysis, ISVV could add some
recommendations, maybe even include some requirements.

S-02

a)

S-11

very relevant

P-06

c) Not Relevant

S-07

Not relevant

Q-68: Which documents from the requirements baseline could be checked in
the ISVV process?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

SSS, FDIR specification, Algorithm Specifications

S-09

SSS and IRD

S-08

Software System Specification documents at least. (In principle the whole "lowest documentation layer" of the
requirements baseline, but the number of documents on that layer may be impractically high for an
economically conservative extension of ISVV.)

S-17

n/a

P-03

To analyse the available requirement documents is always a good idea in my view.

S-14

SSS/IRD, FDIR, Safety and Dependability analysis

P-07

Since I have not used the guide before this is difficult to answer.

P-08

SSS

P-06

No opinion.

S-05

System-FDIR analysis and AOCS FDIR analysis, SSS

P-10

The parent documents to the SW technical specification. Considering that these are often created by ISVV
team customer (the prime) these documents are not "independently" checked.

S-03

General understanding of the system can be good. SSS, System ICD, IRD and FDIR reports would be the
most interesting documents.

S-02

SSS

S-02

Documents to be checked:
SSS
System IRD/ICD

S-11

all as per E40 including S/S and system specifications and ICDs

P-06

-

S-07

System test plans and specifications
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Q-69: Can you list, based on your experience, which metrics you use to
measure ISVV efficiency?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

Number of accepted RIDs vs total number of RIDs
Number of minor+major RIDs vs total number of RIDs

S-09

Number of findings which lead to an action. Metrics applied to Product Assurance activities are of little use.
The preventative benefits of ISVV are difficult to measure.

S-08

A personal list that does not go down to limits of acceptability of ISVV:
1. The number of review comments that result in behavioural changes in source code. (Severity classification
does not matter here.)
2. The number of review comments that result in behaviourally significant changes in documents. (Severity
classification does not matter here.)
3. The number of major review comments that result in source code modifications. (The nature of
modifications does not matter here.)
4. The number of major review comments that result in document modifications. (The nature of modifications
does not matter here.)
5. The number of minor review comments that result in source code modifications. (The nature of
modifications does not matter here.)
6. The number of minor review comments that result in document modifications. (The nature of modifications
does not matter here.)
7. The number of review comments that do not cause any modification but instead result in technically
advanced explanations in review meeting records. (Severity classification does not matter here.)

S-17

n/a

P-03

cost/benefits analysis: what we get and what we pay, time spent by ISVV Supplier and ISVV Customer;
quality, number and usefulness of the findings

S-14

1. Ratio between actions (allocated to SW supplier) and findings, classified in minor and major
2. Ratio between rejected findings and total findings
3. Compare the above 1 and 2 with the equivalent number (when available) issued by other team in charge to
revise SW products (i.e. the one issued during SW supplier review milestones)

S-15

International IV&V Working Group partners from NASA, ESA and JAXA have held a couple of discussions on
IV&V Metrics and lessons learned. Recommend contacting Pedro Barrios (pedro.barrios@esa.int) of ESA for
this information.

P-07

See Q-68

P-08

No experience.
To measure the ISVV process is not an easy task.
I am going to list some metrics that occurs to me now:

P-06

a) time spend to perform the task (relatively),
b) number of inconsistencies
b) number of findings,
c) number of fault/failures detected during software execution.
Moreover, to each item above to associate a level of severity of the detected problem.
I had an experience with ISVV, whose results are reported in the paper: "An Independent Software
Verification and Validation Process for Space Applications - Ana Maria Ambrosio, Fatima Mattiello-Francisco
and Eliane Martins. SPACEOPS 2008 Conference". Although it has happened more than 10 years ago, it
was an innovative experience based on the use of model-based methodology to represent the behaviour of
the software under verification, and it was very effective to find errors.

S-05

No

P-10

n/a
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Participant Id

Answer

S-03

Number of findings accepted by customer, number of findings accepted and implemented by customer. A
general one for all the finding and detailed ones per severity, major, minor and comment. In the activities it is
also checked the distribution of findings over the different ISVV tasks.

S-02

No comment

S-02

Metrics:
- Effort spent,
- Number of issues raised per criticality
- Size (pages or number of requirements, LOC, etc) of the product under ISVV
- Number of independent tests specified;
- Percentage of accepted / corrected issues vs % of rejected issues;

S-11

Please see ESA STUDY CONTRACT REPORT. ESA Contract No: 18543/04/NL/LvH CCN01. Independent
Software Verification & Validation Process and Product Metrication. TN: #3

P-06

Number of ISVV findings; Number of accepted (not filtered) ISVV findings; Number of resolved issues; Some
schedule metrics.

S-07

Number of severe software problem reports raised.

Q-70: What main topics and contents should the Statement of Work (SoW)
cover for ISVV contracts?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

Review of all documents, full transparency (i.e. As-run procedures), involvement in problem resolution
process.

S-09

Clearly state scope for each SW product Clearly state responsibility for finding tracking and closeout
Commonly size is stated as SLOC. This is not always the best way to estimate effort.

S-08

Anything that is relevant to the contract. In particular: there should not remain any ambiguity about the
software scope of ISVV, or about what work is supposed to be done for which milestone.

S-17

n/a

S-14

Apart the standards contents, the SoW should report:
• A detailed schedule for the SW supplier activities
• how much Requirement Baseline is stable, and a possible variation (% of requirement changed during
activities)
• the number of requirements and source code size(estimate) to submit to ISVV process
• specify whether specific tailoring of ISVV guideline should be applied

P-07

See Q-68

P-08

If the ISVV customer defines the ISVV Plan, then the ISVV Plan and the SW Development Plan should be an
input to the ISVV contract.

P-06

No opinion.

S-05

ISVV Scope, Input Data Description, LOC estimation, work breakdown structure

P-10

n/a
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Participant Id

S-03

Answer
Overview
Purpose and General Definitions
Major Project Milestones
Scope Of Work
ISVV Tasks Description
Software submitted to ISVV (elements, description, category, ISVV level, LoC, Language)
Software Suppliers’ milestones and ISVV Schedule (Milestone, planned date)
ISVV input
ISVV reviews and events
ISVV Outputs (documents, milestone)
Roles and Responsibilities
Verification and Validation Activities (relevant tasks, subtasks)
Maybe a new deliverable can be added: collection of Lessons Learned

S-02

The SoW should be tailored based on the criticality level;
Based on this it is possible to actually have a standard SoW for ISVV.

S-02

SoW main topics:
- System overview / Scope
- Schedule and Phases
- Criticality Analysis outcomes
- Foreseen ISVV target and Guide/Handbook tasks/subtasks applicability
- Deliverables

P-06

No opinion.

S-07

Quantification of critical areas, model and test strategies, risk register at system level, criticality level and size
of SW contract.

Q-71: Do you have any ideas of valuable activities/metrics/conclusions which
could be incorporated into a structured template for lessons learned after
ISVV project?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

Number of accepted RIDs vs total number of RIDs
Number of minor+major RIDs vs total number of RIDs

S-09

No. Depends on ISVV experience.

S-08

Why not looking into the SW size, budget spending, level of isvv done, even the programming language used,
type of ind. validation (ISVV implements and runs the tests or SW Supplier) ... These would all be relevant
parameters to collect and observe in all ISVV projects.

S-17

n/a

P-03

see Q-69

S-14

The points to assess and incorporate in a structured template should be:
• The stretching of the ISVV plan respect to the input coming from the SW Supplier/ISVV customer
• The requirements baseline stability and its impact on the ISVV activities iteration
• Fixed price contract versus flexible price contract
• Impact of wrong estimation (requirement numbers/source code size under ISVV derived from SoW)

S-15

International IV&V Working Group partners from NASA, ESA and JAXA have held a couple of discussions on
IV&V Metrics and lessons learned. Recommend contacting Pedro Barrios (pedro.barrios@esa.int) of ESA for
this information.
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Participant Id

Answer

P-07

Difficult question. As a SW Supplier, I would however like to have a list of the most common or most severe
problems found during the ISVV project. To be able to focus more of those topics during the next project.

P-08

A valuable activity should be to schedule frequent reviews of the findings with the ISVV supplier to quickly
clarify any misunderstandings.

P-06

A template could be structured by activity and broken into tasks. A set of metrics derived (directly) from the
used checklists' replies could be associated to each task of the ISVV project, summarizing the results in a
structured way. Some metrics like consumed time should be measured in all tasks.
A more general template for lessons learned, besides the summary of the measures extracted from the
checklist doesn't occurs to me at the moment.

S-05

No

P-10

Code changes or test script changes resulting from ISVV comments.

S-03

Lessons Learned should be done by the end of each task. There should be free text field for information like:
Performed subtasks, findings in total, issues accepted, general customer feedback about value created. A
potential supporting question could be: Was it possible to perform ISVV when material has been first
delivered. This can help assessing maturity of documentation for ISVV projects.
For a final conclusion/metric we could consider following chart comprised of percentage of total findings:
major effective, minor effective, comments effective, major not effective, minor not effective, comments not
effective (knowing that accepted and corrected findings are "effective" and other are "not effective")

S-02

None in particular.

S-02

It shall be made on a case by case situation, but it should come from the ISVV Final report and cover:
- Metrics and Efficiency (results)
- An analysis the results and a tentative of main root causes analysis
- Re-assessment of the project risks and identification of which ones have occurred and which ones have
been properly managed
- Comparison with original SoW and expected effort and ISVV scope (computation of the delta and causes)
- Evaluation of the quality of the ISVV issues and how they have been accepted and improved (or rejected)
- Identification of new or novel methods and tools applied with good results

P-06

Questionnaire to the involved teams.

S-07

No

Q-72: Can you think of any efficient way of collection/searching of lessons
learned after/before each ISVV project?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

No comment

S-09

IEEE has a guide for Project History Documents. The difficulty is to confidentially transfer this knowledge this is a role for the Agency to have an overview of missions and projects and to suggest 'low hanging fruit' or
'known vulnerabilities' which could guide ISVV verification.

S-08

Questionnaires about on-going activities might serve collecting. (Answering to a post-activity questionnaire is
too prone to indifference and nostalgy.)
The most effective learning is perhaps when ISVV team members learn from their own experience.
(Newcomers can be warned about typical mistakes.)
A new ISVV project can also apply norms that are based on lessons learnt in earlier projects.

S-17

n/a
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Participant Id

Answer

P-03

we have a lesson learned process and I apply it after few ISVV tasks have been performed among the
relevant stakeholders (SQA+project managers)

S-14

Database and knowledge repository (wikis, blog) could be a good way to collect and search lesson learned.
Furthermore, also training event could be a good way to share lessons.

P-07

Not sure. An experienced ISVV supplier could of course at the start of each project provide information of what
types of problems is the most common for the type of project at hand.

P-08

No, just do the normal process of lessons learned without delays.

P-06

If the ISVV supplier (or even the costumer) has metrics from previous projects structured in a standard way,
for example, based in standardized checklists' replies, it will be possible to compare and obtain information
from the historical set of data, which will be useful to indicate trends to errors/ faults/ failures/ defects.
In my opinion, the key step is to have the historical data structured.
The lessons learned from previous ISVV projects will allow to evaluate trends, profiles, pattern, that will
indicate suspicious for errors, helping the work of the ISVV team.

S-05

Count statistics, Errors found on SW and also errors found in SVF

P-10

no

S-03

Project evaluation report filled out by ISVV supplier describing major results and challenges. This should be
distributed to SW supplier and ISVV customer. Another idea to consider is an Issue tracking tools or Wiki.

S-02

The currently used approach is to collect lessons learned at the project milestones.

S-02

Only in a common database managed at/by ESA.

P-06

Online forum; Workshop.

S-07

Central database of (anonymised) findings grouped according to 'error' patterns (people make similar
mistakes).

Q-73: The development processes are often dynamic and adapted on a
project by project situation. Could you list three or more ISVV activities that
would contribute continuously to the project improvement independently from
having to wait for specific hard milestones (continuous support and
continuous feedback from ISVV team)?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

No comment

S-09

This would be difficult to manage in the context of Firm Fixed price contract and maintaining independence of
ISVV from SW Developer.

S-08

Frequent delta reviews. Frequent static code analysis (with attention to changes in analysis results). Frequent
execution of validation tests.

S-17

n/a

P-03

independent testing (planning and execution); source code analysis with tools, inspection of source code;
integration of available pieces of code
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Participant Id

Answer

S-14

Technical Specification Analysis
Design Analysis
Code Analysis

P-07

As mentioned before, I strongly believe that ISVV should be involved early and use short iterations for new
deliverables from the SW supplier. There is no need to wait for specific milestones. Even if the first deliveries
contain a few, not very well documented software components is can valuable to have them assessed and
tested right away.

P-08

- retrieve quickly the findings
- review the findings
- implement the findings
For activities/tasks, whose inputs are basically document analysis – I suggest establishing key point reviews
intermediary to the project milestones.
For code analysis - I suggest establishing key point meetings with, or visits to, the developer aimed to check
the software under development.
For Validation Activities – I suggest using model-based testing methodology, which allow the ISVV team
starting the work based on modelling the system under test as soon as definitions of the System under test
(SUT) are established. We had good experiences on applying the Conformance and Fault Injection (CoFI)
testing methodology, firstly, in QSEE Project (Quality of Space Application Embedded Software [1]) with
excellent results in the Validation of a space software. Surprisingly, defects and failures were found in both
documents and code [2]. CoFI was also applied in an industry process for integration and for system tests of
an automotive sector, proving to be systematic and effective [3] [4].
Some advantages on applying such strategy are:
(i) ISVV team start to know the SUT as soon as the first documents (baseline) are ready;
(ii) questions are raised by the ISVV team for creating a model, before the software is ready or even, before
detailed design is ready;
(iii) the documents are updated and turning more trustable as the answers are going solved. In case the
questions raised by the ISVV team point out to unclear or missing information, documents shall be corrected.
Of course, the questions and answers shall be done in a controlled and registered way;
(iv) both teams turn more confident in the understanding of the expected system behaviour.

P-06

Some references:
(1) Valdivino Santiago, Fátima Mattiello-Francisco, Ricardo Costa, Wendell Pereira da Silva and Ana Maria
Ambrosio - QSEE Project: An Experience in Outsourcing Software Development for Space Applications, The
Nineteenth International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering (SEKE' 07), 09 –
11 de Julho/2007, Boston, EUA.
(2) Ambrosio, A.M.; Mattiello-Francisco, F.; Santiago, V. A.; Silva, W.P.; Martins, E. Designing Fault Injection
Experiments using State-based Model to test a Space Software. Third Latin-American Symposium on
Dependable Computing (LADC), Morelia, México, Sep. 26-28, 2007. Lecture Notes in Computer Science
(LNCS) series. Springer Editors: Bondavali, A.; Brasileiro, F.; Rajsbaum, S. Springer, Berlin. 2007; pages 170178.
(3) VILLANI, E. ; AMBROSIO, A. M. ; Dutra, T. ; Araújo, M. ; MARTINS, E. . From Academia to Industry:
Challenges and Lessons Learned from a Model-Based-Testing Experience. In: The 45th Annual IEEE/IFIP
International Conference on Dependable Systems and Networks (DSN 2015) - Industrial Track, 2015, Rio de
Janeiro. Proceedings of .... Belo Horizonte: BDBComp, 2015. v. 1
(4) Mattiello-Francisco, M.F., Ambrosio, A.M., Villani, E., Martins, E., Dutra, T. and Coelho, B., 2013, "An
experience of the technology transfer of CoFI methodology to automotive domain", LADC, Industrial track.
(5) PINHEIRO, A. C. ; SIMAO, A. S. ; AMBROSIO, A. M. . FSM-Based Test Case Generation Methods
Applied to test the Communication Software on board the ITASAT University Satellite: a Case Study. Journal
of Aerospace Technology and Management (Impresso), v. 6, p. 447-461, 2014.

S-05

no idea but especially for agile processes ISVV is not easy to integrate

P-10

no

S-03

It is very hard to mention anything like this. As mentioned before, reaction time on finding for one hard
deadline are barely addressed or not addressed before following milestones. This is why this scenario looks
unrealistic. The feedback should be addressed promptly in order to "think more agile".
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Participant Id

Answer

S-02

None in particular.

S-02

Documentation/deliverables/code Inspections
Traceability Analysis
Identification of Specific Test Specs

P-06

No opinion.
Continuous trace verifications,

S-07
continuous back-to-back testing based on models.

Q-74: Do you have an opinion on the "ideal" ISVV Customer versus ISVV
Supplier setup? (Ways of communicating and organize an ISVV program)
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

No comment

S-09

Key problem is that technical independence is compromised if the SW Developer is part of the ISVV
Customer organisation. The ISVV customer must be able to make sure that findings are accepted and
implemented in a timely fashion. This means that SW Developer contracts must include provision for this.

S-08

No.

S-17

n/a

S-14

no experience to answer

P-07

I believe the ideal ISVV supplier works close to the SW supplier, using iterations at the same pace as the SW
supplier, with direct feedback which goes into the very next iteration of the SW supplier’s development. The
ISVV Customer does on the other hand not have to be involved in the continuous process. To stretch that a
bit further, is there a need for the role ISVV Customer as described in this guide? The prime can act as SW
Customer, while the SW Supplier have the responsibility to use a ISVV Supplier. That would in my opinion
reduce the amount of overhead administration and give a closer and better collaboration between SW
Supplier and ISVV Supplier.

P-08

The ideal is that the ISVV supplier is located at the premises of the ISVV customer to have fast feed-back.

P-06

No opinion.

S-05

The setup in EDRS-C was quite nice. We as software supplier could directly interact with the ISVV supplier.
The customer was informed at milestones.

P-10

no

S-03

The ideal ISVV customer is very responsive to the findings of ISVV supplier and willing to implement relevant
findings even if minor, since the overall product quality (code, documentation, tests, etc.) is increased
considerably.
A shared (issue tracking?) tool to communicate findings and their implementation status could be also useful
and comfortable for all parties.

S-02

The currently used approach seems ok. ISVV customer participates whenever mediation between ISVV
Supplier and SW Supplier is required. No major remarks.

S-02

N/A

P-06

No.
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Participant Id
S-07

Answer
No
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C.2 GROUP 2: ALIGNMENT TO LATEST DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Q-75: Since the current ISVV guide was developed more than 10 years ago,
it is in-line with the ECSS standards applicable at that time. From your
knowledge which major changes in ECSS standards may affect the ISVV
handbook contents and how?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

Software Reuse and Software system configuration might be items that deserve more attention from the ISVV
activities point of view.

S-09

The changes in ECSS standards are not major in terms of what PA is valuable.

S-08

I usually do not directly use ECSS standards. I do not remember any ECSS-based change in any project. I
have rather observed that some applicable standards in ISVV projects were formally outdated already when
the contracts of those projects were made.

S-17

n/a

P-03

I do not know how with enough detail how the ECSS standards have been evolved in the last 10 years for
answering this question. I know ESA wanted to issue documentation to handle agile development. If this is
the case, ISVV Guide should be adapted accordingly

S-14

• The way in which reused software should be handled in the V&V process.
• Look to details about shared resource used to synchronize objects, dynamic allocation and memory leak
when allowed by specific code standards.

P-07

I have only scratched the surface of ECSS the last two years, so I'm afraid I have no answer to that question.

P-08

Try to align the ISVV level with the SW criticality.

P-06

No opinion.

S-05

For me it still looks quite good. The only question is how all this fit within vogue agility.

P-10

no

S-03

No major changes foreseen on the ISVV guide because of update of ECSS standards.

S-02

Several (e.g. SCC levels are now different). A full review considering the updated standards should be
performed.

S-02

ISVV will only be affected if the list/name of deliverables changes and the proposed techniques in the ECSS
also change. These need to be checked once the new version of ECSS standards are out.

P-06

No opinion.

S-07

None.

Q-76: Do you have knowledge of Independent verification and validation
practices for space domain outside ESA? If so, can you provide some
references?
Participant Id
S-04

Answer
No comment
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Participant Id

Answer

S-09

We have seen some NASA reporting and conference papers but have no first-hand experience of using them.

S-08

ISVV projects for the Galileo mission used the Galileo Software Standard instead of ESA documents, but were
still monitored by ESA.

S-17

No

S-14

no experience

P-07

No

P-08

No experience.

P-06

Ambrosio, A.M.; Mattiello-Francisco, F.; Santiago, V. A.; Silva, W.P.; Martins, E. Designing Fault Injection
Experiments using State-based Model to test a Space Software. Third Latin-American Symposium on
Dependable Computing (LADC), Morelia, México, Sep. 26-28, 2007. Lecture Notes in Computer Science
(LNCS) series. Springer Editors: Bondavali, A.; Brasileiro, F.; Rajsbaum, S. Springer, Berlin. 2007; pages 170178

S-05

No

P-10

no

S-03

No ISVV experience in other space domains.

S-02

None in particular.

S-02

Yes. Similar processes are being applied for example in the Astronomy domain (ESO) and with the CENELEC
standards for Railway (e.g. 50657), as well as with DO-178C for avionics.

P-06

No. Although we are not part of ESA, we adopt the ESA guide.

S-07

No

Q-77: Do you have knowledge of Independent verification and validation
practices outside the space domain? If so, can you provide some references?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

No comment

S-09

As far as we are aware ISVV is not in common use outside the space domain. External Quality Assurance is
usually in the form of audits by certification authorities according to quite detailed software standards.

S-08

Yes, but my experience has been mostly in projects where source code has not been available. The following
standard is interesting on all development levels: IEEE Std 1012-2016 - IEEE Standard for System, Software,
and Hardware Verification and Validation. (The ancestor standard [IEEE 1012:1998] is referred to by the
present ESA ISVV Guide.)

S-17

No

P-03

I know only our ESO specific case.

S-14

no experience

P-07

I have worked with software within the automotive industry for trucks for many years. We had an internal
department working more or less as ISVV, but since it was internally it is not quite the same thing.
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Participant Id

Answer

P-08

No experience.

P-06

The Aviation sector has practices in processes of verification with independence at organization level.
Differently of the space sector, this work is done on the certification basis controlled by an official organization.

S-05

No. But there is perhaps something in airborne systems?

P-10

no

S-03

No ISVV experience in other non-space domains.

S-02

ISVV is very particular for space domain. For example, avionics do not make use of this approach.

S-02

Yes. Avionics promotes it according to DO-178C. Nuclear power plant development also, Medical devices and
DOD also require independent assessments.

P-06

No.

S-07

No
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C.3 GROUP 3: MODERN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES AND
METHODS
Q-78: What are the most important activities that should be performed on
reused software? Are these activities usual practice in the nominal
development and V&V?
Participant Id

Answer
Regression testing for timing issues / side effects are usual practice

S-04

All aspects of software reuse need to be analysed carefully (e.g. artefacts being re-used, degree of
qualification/certification, software configuration).

S-09

It depends on what is meant by 're-use'. Often SW is claimed as reused because it has been developed in the
frame of another mission which is in parallel with the mission being considered with only a short lead time.
This is not really re-use. At least IVA must consider the re-used SW and the interface to the re-used SW is
relevant.

S-08

It is important to identify what kinds of reuse are acceptable. Large-scale reuse of V&V at least morally
requires certainty about very similar conditions of use. Any software for reuse should have a significantly long
use history in some relevant application(s), as otherwise there is no credible basis to state that the software
would be "proven in use". A comprehensive history of software problems is important, especially if there is
any doubt about some of the problems to have remained. If there is any known bug that is not to be
eliminated, then some document should explain how the bug can be circumvented or relieved.
I am not particularly familiar with ECSS-based monitoring of reuse, but in general it is best not to rely on
unmonitored activities.

S-17

n/a

P-03

integration testing; yes

S-14

no direct experience on reused SW. Anyway, at least, an independent verification of the “Software Reuse File”
should be conducted, while the IVA should be fully conducted also on requirement falling in the reused SW.

P-07

To verify the new configuration of the reused component behaves as expected, and to execute/test the
software in its new environment. This is a part of the normal development process.

P-08

- Verification of the available documentation
- Verification of the retesting in representative environment to avoid regression
Yes, these activities are usual practice.

P-06

No opinion.

S-05

Checking the integration tests is most important.

P-10

Review/analysis of the SRF.

S-03

Non-regression test campaigns are good candidates. Code Change Logs can help the assessment only for
those parts not assessed during previous ISVV activities (if any). It also depends which component of the
system is reused. A very important part is the interfacing with the new system in which the SW is reused.

S-02

Integration testing mainly. Interface testing and impact analysis based on the "place" where the reused
software is being used.

S-02

Reused software Systems should undergo a delta analysis where the applicability should be evaluated, and
any risks related to its utilization in a different system or environment should be analysed and considered.
Maybe analysing the CSM-RM (Common Safety Method) for railway could help.

P-06

No opinion.

S-07

Destructive testing, back-to-back testing with models.
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Q-79: To your knowledge, what types of data require specific validation? Are
there specific methods to validate data and log relevant issues to avoid future
data problems?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

Configuration data, either hard-coded or contained in a dedicated configuration section.

S-09

If this refers to the spacecraft database, then it is taken into account during Code Verification and in IVA provided the ISVV Customer has provided 'real data'. Ideally the SW subject to IVA would be the flight
configuration with deviations clearly identified. This is not usually the case, and this lessens the value of IVA.
Given the vast number of parameters it is not feasible to cover the entire possible range of SDB parameters.

S-08

I am not familiar with the term "independent verification and validation of data". It is anyway important to
ensure that reading and writing of messages in source code is compliant with documented formats of the
messages. It is also important to ensure that physical errors in bit values can be detected/corrected with a
probability that is acceptable for the concerned application.

S-17

n/a

P-03

In our case, it is absolutely necessary to validate the observation data

S-14

All data related to PUS S1 and S5 require special attention since represent the primary interface between S/C
and ground to notify problems. Furthermore, all configuration related to S6 should be carefully checked as they
represent the way to patch SW (corrective action). Special interest also to Death report and boot log to verify
that in case of problems it will be possible to perform a clear analysis of what happen. In general, the rationale
to select which data need special attention should be based on its usage (a patchable science configuration
data is less critical than a not patchable table used to configure navigation information).

P-07

Data which originates from analogue measurements (voltage, RF, other sensor data) is always more difficult to
validate and can require more care. Usually handled be acceptance ranges rather than fixed values.

P-08

No experience.

P-06

What data type you mean?
Software data type like, integer, real, Boolean, string, etc...
Or Space System data type like, telemetries, telecommands, payload data , etc...?

S-05

TM packets in the satellite business.

P-10

no

S-03

Inspection is always a good method but not efficient. Review of customer test plan/procedure for data is an
option, but only if available in data dedicated test (it can be very difficult to evaluate when data checks are
mixed within other tests). It is good practice checking what has been verified data wise and search in the user
manual for sequence of data/commands not covered by the verification. That flows can be validated in order to
check the system behaviour.

S-02

None in particular.

S-02

All configurations should be tested as well as the minimum and maximum of these data, and also some
combinations of it.
Furthermore, OBCP and MTL shall also be extensively tested not only the foreseen ones but also
combinations of possible scripts.

P-06

We do not apply any special validation based on data type. It is based on the criticality of the associated
function.

S-07

Apply time series analyses to all acquired telemetry data during system testing, AIV, and commissioning.
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Q-80: Do you have any knowledge of ASIC/FPGA V&V practices? Can you
provide references?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

No comment

S-09

No.

S-08

I do not have relevant experience about actual ASIC/FPGA programs, and I do not think to have V&V
knowledge that would be specific to ASIC/FPGA. I have got the impression that ASIC/FPGA programming is
nowadays about as easy as any programming. Any simplification of V&V practices should be based on clear
technical reasons.

S-17

n/a

P-03

no

S-14

no experience to answer.

P-07

No

P-08

No experience.

P-06

About 2010, the National Institute for Space Research (INPE) contracted a software company, namely Critical
Software Company, to develop a methodology for Verification and Validation of Projects using language to
Hardware Description, planning to apply it in the V&V of pieces of equipment to be developed for the CBERS
3&4 Program.
This was a private contract, so documents are not publicly available.

S-05

No idea

P-10

no

S-03

No

S-02

DO-254 provides some guidance on this.
The future ECSS-E-ST-20-40C should also provide some guidance on V&V

S-02

It is starting to be used. A similar assessment of VHDL development was applied based on ARP guidelines for
aeronautics for INPE, in Brazil. The process was similar to the ISVV but with a distinct and specific expertise.

P-06

Yes. There is: a V&V methodology developed by Critical SW, under a contract with INPE; the RTCA DO-254;
several verification libraries and methodologies, as OVL, OVM, UVM, UVVM, OSVVM; formal methods.

S-07

No

Q-81: Is it worth performing V&V on autogenerated code? What can we get
out of such V&V activities?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

Heavily dependent on actual implementation and system integration level. If system level is affected, it should
be subjected.

S-09

V&V is required because the auto-generated code must be maintained. In the context of long duration mission
- particularly to new regions - AOCS will need to be adapted. So, confidence in the code as well as the models
is required. Code generators are rarely used enough to be considered proven in use.
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Participant Id

Answer

S-08

I have been in many ISVV projects where the software supplier has generated all source code automatically
from a presentation that is specific to some software development tool. The inspected source code has still
been quite understandable. The MISRA AC AGC guide is dedicated to automatically generated code and has
tool support for example in PolySpace. I have not recognized any ISVV project to have got compromised
because of inspection of automatically generated code.

S-17

n/a

P-03

I would not perform a full V&V but it would be useful to make sure that with the autogenerated source code
there are also unit tests.

S-14

bug of the generator? how generator is qualified?

P-07

Performance can and should be measured for auto generated code, to make sure the software performs
according to requirements.

P-08

Verification on the auto-generated code can be performed. However, limited added value can be obtained
because it is very difficult to change the output of the code generator. It is recommended to verify at least the
static code analysis and to verify the justifications (if any).
The validation of the auto-generated code is important to perform. The model outputs are re-evaluated at the
level of auto-generated code. This should be confirmed by the ISVV conductor.

P-06

I don't think it is worth performing V&V of autogenerated code, unless the generator is not reliable.

S-05

The code generators need to be checked and then they can be improved. But this is not necessarily an ISVV
task,

P-10

Yes. auto generated code must meet its requirements in the same way as manually written code.

S-03

As mentioned, it should be considered the more realistic scenario of performing ISVV on the model from which
the code is generated. It can be less beneficial to perform ISVV on the autogenerated code.

S-02

If the code generator is qualified, no, otherwise, yes: it should be considered as if it was handwritten.
Pinpoint problems with the code generator or even on the model from which the code was generated.

S-02

No.

P-06

Yes. If the code generating tool is mature enough, the verification efforts may be less valuable. However, the
proper validation seams indispensable.

S-07

Yes. Detect errors in code generator, or its environmental assumptions.

Q-82: Do you have any knowledge of Model Based V&V practices and tools?
Can you provide references?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

Validation of MBSE models using simulations is a goal in V&V. Having full SysML models could lead to model
based ISVV possibilities. No practices of this are in place except for studies (see e.Deorbit project)

S-09

No. Depends highly on developer SDE.

S-08

No.

S-17

n/a

P-03

I attended a course for model-based testing and learn about a specific tool called RBT (to achieve 100%
coverage) (Bender is the author)
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Participant Id

Answer

S-14

no experience to answer

P-07

No

P-08

No experience.

P-06

The CoFI is a methodology that has being used with success in V&V software and systems. See Q-73.

S-05

There are and we have some coding guidelines.

P-10

no

S-03

Yes, when doing model based ISVV almost all the activities can be performed. Not the ones addressing the
autogenerated code, sometimes also checking the verification or re-run the verification can be hard because
not the real model is delivered but an extract that is equivalent.

S-02

DO-331 -> SCADE, Matlab

S-02

These tools are usually used for some specific analysis, such as failure propagation analysis. I have no
knowledge of a consistent applicability in industry so far.

P-06

No opinion.

S-07

No

Q-83: When developing several versions of the system/software along the
lifecycle in order to get a growing maturity/complexity of the system/software,
ISVV might suffer from being applied to intermediate or incomplete versions,
what are the issues that you usually face, as an ISVV customer or supplier,
and what solutions can you suggest to cover iterative development more
efficiently?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

Iterative SW development would indeed be a problem for ISVV, but this is usually avoided as well on Space
projects by both the end Customer and SW Suppliers. The most popular approach is incremental SW
development and, in this case, ISVV is especially suitable since it can cover the entire SW development life
cycle in incremental parts of the software. This allows to spread the activities across the project's life and avoid
sudden workloads.

S-09

The problem is identifying which parts of the document/code apply in full to an increment. A clear assignment
of increment - in the VCD for example - is essential to avoid raising false positives on items known (to the
Developer) to be not yet finished. Inconsistency here is a major problem - not just for ISVV.

S-08

Data replication in technical specification documents tends to be incomplete in the sense that inconsistent
pieces of text appear at many places. This causes a lot of potentially unnecessary inspection work, especially in
situations where conflicts are systematically resolved in favour of some specific document. A related advice is to
categorically avoid large-scale replication of information.

S-17

n/a

P-03

as ISVV customer, for me it is not an issue to start (I)SVV activities on small portions of the software and
complement them in following iterations.
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Participant Id

Answer

S-14

The major suffering is the inefficiency of the ISVV activities in terms of budget wasting (when fixed price contract
apply) and in terms of finding that could be rejected due to requirement not yet fully covered. Possible mitigation
could be a detailed plan of ISVV activities based on intermediate versions and a detailed requirements
traceability associated to each version: ISVV activities should start only when the single requirement is fully
covered/satisfied in the release.

P-07

I would say that the key to handle such cases is that the SW supplier is clear about what is delivered and what
is not. In an agile development environment that is a rather normal procedure. The SW supplier and ISVV
supplier should have close cooperation and determine when it is reasonable to spawn an ISVV iteration for a
SW delivery.

P-08

No experience (iterative model not used)

P-06

No opinion.

S-05

I have no solutions, but again the agile community will also ask for such iterations.

P-10

none.

S-03

Considering the amount of inputs to keep in mind when running ISVV on the code, it is not realistic for the ISVV
supplier to support an iterative approach. The ISVV should happen on a SW version that is the closest possible
to the final one. If an iterative approach is needed iteration should be specified in the contract. In case of an
iterative approach a code changelog could be useful for the ISVV supplier.

S-02

Use only final versions; if intermediate versions are used, identify the "final" parts of the "intermediate" versions
and start with those.
Have a set of assumptions made for the parts considered "unstable" and provide them to the development
team.

S-02

A simpler and lighter ISVV method shall be applied in such cases. It might lead to a lot of issues raised and this
will need an involvement and effort of a lot of people, so it might not be efficient. ISVV could simply be reduced
to independent review (or independent code inspections) and traceability analysis for these cases.

P-06

The ISVV activities should focus on the mature version of the software.

S-07

Automate all tests and analysis.

Q-84: Do you have any knowledge of agile V&V practices and tools? Can you
provide references?
Participant Id

Answer

S-09

No comment

S-08

No, but I answered the related question Q-07.

S-14

no experience to answer

S-15

We recently published a paper on adding assurance to an Agile developed SW Project. Link to the paper "Agile
approach to assuring the safety-critical embedded software for NASA’s Orion spacecraft"
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20190001434.pdf

P-08

No experience.
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Participant Id

Answer

The agile concept in software development is a concept definitely to be considered. I have seen that the civil
aviation sector has considered to the development of critical software using agile processes.
P-06

Concerning Agile V&V, I don't have a particular reference, however, we may find papers and best practices on
Agile testing, as being a continuous process rather than being sequential testing, then this idea may be
adapted to the other V&V methods, and then to the whole V&V Process. It is a tendency to be follow.

S-05

No only a few ideas.

P-10

no

S-03

As ISVV supplier Jira has been used to keep track promptly or lifecycle of rids accepted or rejected by
customer. It can also be used to perform sprints with the team performing ISVV.

S-02

JIRA has plug-ins for Agile.

P-06

No.

S-07

No

Q-85: Are there any methods or techniques applicable to V&V and not yet
considered in this guide?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

No comment

S-09

No comment

S-08

Possibly, but I do not have anything specific in mind.

S-17

n/a

S-14

no experience to answer

P-07

It can be worth mentioning continuous integration as such. The processes described here is often based on a
complete review, inspection, verification at a certain milestone. With continuous integration these steps are
taken in iterative steps, for ever code line, source code file or similar. Preferable automatically as much as
possible. That way the SW is always inspected, reviewed and tested at any point in time. The increments over
time is therefore about functionality, not layers of V&V.

P-08

We don't think so.

P-06

No opinion.

S-05

No

P-10

no

S-03

I do not see any of them

S-02

The set seems complete.

S-02

The guide should be left open for the ISVV supplier to provide or develop new methods and tools.

P-06

No.
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Participant Id
S-07

Answer
No

Q-86: Do you have any additional comments and suggestions for the future
ISVV Handbook?
Participant Id

Answer

S-04

No comment

S-09

The current issue of the guide - and in particular the questionnaires is quite wordy and repetitive. A technical
writer should be part of the review to tighten up the language, remove ambiguity and repetition.

S-08

No.

S-17

No

P-03

see Q35 and Q75

S-14

none

P-07

I believe the work with updating this guide is important and a very good step towards a more modern software
development environment for the space industry. Coming from another industry it is a slight chock to see the
differences in software development processes compared to other industries. I believe the space industry
absolutely can benefit from the ways of working that has been used outside the space industry for many years.
With reduced cost, shorter development time and still keep the quality as a result.

P-08

See suggestions in previous answers.

P-06

I believe that the previous experience will allow a good ISVV Handbook.
If you have any question or if you would like additional information, please feel free to contact me.
Have a good work.

S-05

I think it is quite a good guide. Good luck for the next issue!

P-10

no

S-03

No further suggestions.

S-02

Review and correct typos
Restructure to make things more clear (some sections seem to be out of place - see previous comments)
Remove some unnecessary information (see previous comments)
Make this an ECSS document managed the same way as an ECSS document.
(Annex E1 (and others): SCC is now different: not 1 to 4 but A to D)

S-02

The END

P-06

No.

S-07

No
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